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CHll"l'ER I 
STATEMENT' OF THE PROBLEM 
I. PUrpose or This Study 
The purpose of this study is to survey the personnel 
and guidance graduates· who received the Master or Education 
degree at Boston Uhiversi ty during 195'4- to 1956 in order· 
to determine the effectiveness: of their .training, and to 
note imitlications, from. the findings, for curriculum 
revision. 
ApaJysis of the prgblg.- Incorporated within the major 
are the following subordinata problems: 
1. To determine, to some. extent, the value of certain 
undergraduate riaj"ors in preparing students for 
graduate training· and employment in personnel and 
guidance. 
2.. To <1lbtain information regarding the work experience 
and vocational goals of the graduates. 
3· To obtain the graduates evaluation crl' the adequacy-
of the guidance program in preparing them for their 
vocational responsibilities. 
4+ To asce~tain the relative value of certain courses 
as well as methods f'Or training pei"sonnel and 
-1-
Eoston Universit~ 
School of Educ~tion 
-- --- Librar~ _ . ...-
:~~•~· 
("", guidance majors. 
5. ~o suggest curriculum changes according to the 
needs expr.essed by ·the graduates. 
2.. ~ustification of the Problem 
Need for a dypa,mig. cwriC,jllum.- Since a·orman evaluated 
the curriculum in 1950, there has been no attempt to form-
ally study the effeetiveness of Bost~n University's per-
sonnel and guidance program in preparing students for ser-
V 
vice in personnel and guidance vocations~ In order to 
adequately prepare students for careers in a dynamically 
evolving academic and business WOl'ld, it is the responsi-
bflity of every educatianal.institut~en to be aware of the 
changing needs which it's graduates must be prepared to 
fulfill. If it is to achieve this goal, an institution 
must subject the content. of it's program to periodic eval-
ua.Li'an by" those who are bes'tt prepared to compare the needs 
of the profession with their academic ~eparation - the 
graduate:s·. Since the ~pose .. of Boston University's grad-
2 
uate program in personnel and guidance is to adequately pre-
pare students to meet these changing needs and responsibilities, 
then it too should be re-evaluated. 
The findings of this study should be used in making 
the curriculum revisions necessary to· fulfill this end. 
l/Charles F .. Gorman,=::-~===~~~~~~~=~~~:....;;;;;~ Oth S ec S 
3. Delimitations of the Problem 
Scgpe~-- This study is limited to those graduates who 
received their master's .degree in perscmnel and guidance 
at Boston University's. School of Education between 1954 and 
195'6. 
3 
. r'\ 
I 
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CHU'l'ER II 
METHODS AND PROCEDURES USED IN THIS STUDY 
1., An Outline of the Procedures 
The methods and procedures ~allowed ih completing this 
study are presented below fn .chronaiogical order: 
1.. Approval to conduct the study was secured from 
the academic advisor who serves as an advisor to 
personnel. and guidance majors. 
2. Permission was obtained from the registrar to use 
the office files.iin preparing a list of the names 
and addresses of the graduates who majored in 
personnel and guidance, and graduated between 195'4 
and 1956. 
3.. A questimp:mire was constructed and then presented, 
for criticism and suggestions, to a grouP' of person-
nel and guidance. s.tudents at a seminar for that 
purpose. 
4. The questionnaire was revised a.ec:.J:md.:ling_ to the 
suggestions made by students 1h the above mentioned 
group. 
5. The revi·sed questionnaire was submitted to the ac-
ademic advisor for further evaluation. 
6.. Ftilowing the academic advisors approval of the 
refined form, copdes were sent out to those grad-
uates whose address.es were available. 
7. A second copy of the questionnaire was sent to those 
graduates whc:r did not reply within thirty days· of 
the first mailing. 
B. Thirty d"'s. after the second questionnaire was 
mail.ed, follow-up: postcards were sent to all the 
graduates who had, by that time, not replied. 
9. Because a significant number of replies had not 
been received within ninety days of the first mail-
ing, a third and final questionnaire was sent to the 
remaining number of non-respondan ts. 
10. Once a significant number of replies had been re-
ceived, the data was tabulated and analyzed. 
11 •. The sunnnary of findings: and recommendations, based 
on the study, were then written. 
2. Acquisition and Classification of the Data 
Lew percentage of responses .. -- Because of it's p.racticall ty:: · ~ 
- .... ,. ........... --~ ........ ,~.~ ............ ,.~·-··~·-'··· "<.,_ •• , • , •• ·-...,> -- _,,. ... ,. ........ ~.~--
the questi·onnaire was sel.ect.ed as the most feasible method of 
accumulating the. data necessary to this study. Of the 182 
questionnaires that were sent out, a final total of 109, or 
59.9 per cent, were filled. out and returned. By comparison 
wfth similar studies, the return of completed quest~onnaires 
fctll' this study appears to be somewhat Iow. This seems to be 
especially true when one consider.s: the facts that: {a) the 
population sampled is generally considered to be a reliable 
6 
conatU:eailioua group, and therefore more likely to respond 
with enthusiasm;·· (b) the populati'on sampled had been out of 
school no more than four.years, and no less .than one year 
from the· date the initial questi'onnaires were mailed, there-
fore the addresses· used .would tend to be valid. 
E:ml.ana,:liion fgr. lew nwcent&ge of' responses •. -- The one factor 
tHat may explain the low percentage of questionnaire returns 
is· the time factor. The first, and all subsequent mailings 
of questionnaires and follow-up: pestca-rds·, occured during 
the last three weeks of the public school term, and through-
out the summer vacation period. Since the majority of grad-
uates are invalved in some form of public school work, the 
questionnaires may have arrived at a time when it was in-
convenient. for the graduates. to fill them out, or after the 
graduates had left their homes· to engage in same kind of 
summer activity. 
The number of late returns and comments of apology, 
fcnr delinquent responses, serve to support this e;Jq>lanation 
as the major exp-lanation fo.r the lO"tv percentage of responses. 
Classif.ication. c;t .the data.-- The graduates whose replies 
are being used in this study have been classified on the 
basis of sex and year of graduation. Table 1 indicates, by 
class, the number of students that graduated; the number 
that were sent questionnaires; the number of questionnaires 
that were .returned unopened; and the number and percentage 
of replies received. 
Table 1. Prop:ortion a£ Questionnaires Sent and Received 
Number Number Number Number Percent 
of Grad- Question- Returned Re- Re-
Cl.ass uates naires sent Unopened sp-onses· sponses 
(Jjj {2) {J) {Lj.J 
_l5:1 (6) 
1954···· 55 55 4 28 50.9 1955 •••• 57' 57 2' 1+o 72.7 1956 •••• 72 72 2 41 56.3 
Total ••• 182 182 8 109 59.8 
An examinat±on of Table 1 indicates that the class of 
1955 had the greatest percentage of replies with 72.7 per 
cent of the class responding, while the class of 1954 had 
the fewest resp;endants with cmly 50 .. 9 percent of the class 
repliying. Frcm 1954 to 1955~ the number of students that 
graduated~ did not change;- however, the 1956 class shows a 
31 percent increase ih graduates over the previous year. 
This increase may be explained by the fact that the number 
of part-tfme student~ has increased since the cessation of 
the Korean hostilities thus creating a cumulative effect 
which, :fncconjunction with an enrCD'llment increase among 
full-tfme students in !955, swelled the ranks of the 1956 
graduating class by 31 per cent. 
7 
Table 2 shows the composition of the classes by sex. 
In contrast to Gorman's findings, which showed a prepon-
derance of female graduates in the 1939-1949 classes, the 
distribution of the 19~-56 graduates is more nearly equal 
1/ 
in respect to sex.- Since the chronological scope of 
Gorman's survey encompas.sed the war years, the decided pre-
nonderance of female graduates . is explainable; hmrever, 
8 
Table 2 shows that under normal circumstances the sex dis-
tribution of Personnel and Guidance graduates is approximately 
equal. 
Table 2. Distribution of Graduates According to Sex 
Class Male Female Total 
.tll (2) {~) {lf) 
19~ •••••• 27 28 55 
1955 •••••• 26 29 55 
1956 •••••• 34 38 72 
Total ••••• 87 95 182 
Age.Distribution of Sample.-- Although the study does not 
provide any direct index for determining the age composition 
of the classes, it. does give the number of years that have 
elapsed between the time that the graduate received his under-
graduate degree, and the time that he received the l4asters 
Degree in Personnel and Guidance. Table 3 gives a frequency 
I"' !fop. cit. 
distribution of the number of years that elapsed before the 
graduates received their masters degree. In the greatest 
number of cases, two to five years had passed before the 
graduates received the masters degree. Since most school 
systems stipulate that guidance workers have from t"1:10 to 
five years teaching experience as a minimum requisite, it 
is understandable why so many of the graduates allowed this 
length of time to elapse before they completed their degree 
program in Personnel and Guidance. 
The minimum period of time, between receiving the 
under-graduate degree and the masters degree in Personnel 
and Guidance, cited by any of the graduates, was one year, 
~ of which there were two cases; the maximum period of time 
was thirty-three years, of which_ there was one case. 
Table 3. Number of years Between 
Receiving Undergraduate Degree 
and Masters Degree 
Years Number Years Number 
of of 
Cases Cas:es {1) {2) {l) {2) 
1 •••• 2 12 ••• 5 
2 •••• 9 1~ ••• 2 
~···· 15 1 ., •• 1 ... •· 11 15' ••• 4 
g··~· 8 16 ••• 1 
..... 9 17 ••• ~ 7 •••• 6 18 ••• 
8 •••• 5 19 ••• 4 
9 •••• 3 20 ••• 2 
10 •••• 3 21 ••• 1 
11 •••• 2 22 ••• 1 
(concluded on next page) 
9 
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Table 3. (concluded) 
Years Number Years Number 
of of 
Cases Cases 
(l) (2) (l) (2) 
22 •••• 2 31 •••• 0 
2~···· 0 32 •••• 1 2 •••• 1 3a···· 1 
25'···· 1 3 •••• 0 26 •••• 0 35···· 0 27 •••• 0 Unspe .. 
28 •••• 0 cified~t 1 
29 •••• 1 
30 •••• 0 Total l09 
CHAPTER III 
A REVIEW OF RELATED RESEARCH 
1. The Expansion of Counseling 
The expanding use of counseling in the professions, 
business, industry, religion, and education gives rise 
to the idea that more flexibility should be introduced 
into the orientation of counselor trainees. In the main, 
institutions currently engaged in the preparation of 
counselors are placing emphasis on training for employ-
ment in either clinical or educational settings, while 
industry, business, religion, and the professions are 
largely ignored. 
Disciples of personnel and guidance have recognized 
the expansion of the discipline into other fields, and 
have reported their obser.vations in professional journals. 
Wrenn, in his article on the status and role of the 
counselor, points up the fact that the role of the 
counselor is being played in many ne\<T fields including y 
industry, finance, religion, and medicine. Arbuckle made 
similar observations in his classroom appraisal of counselor 
!/Gilbert Wrenn, "Status and Role of the School Counselor," 
!he Personnel and Guidance Journal (November, 19~7), 
36: 175-183 
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trainees. He found individuals with clerical, adminis-
trative, professional, educational, .and industrial orientations 
1/ 
seeking couselor training to aid.them in their occupations.-
Furthermore, inquiries revealed that many of the trainees 
considered a major part of what they had been doing was 
counseling. 
2. Recent Studies of a Related Nature 
The dearth of material.-- Unfortunately, research in the 
areas of counselor selection and training have not kept pace 
with the growth in the field. A perusal of the available 
literature shows a dearth of research studies directly 
concerned with the appraisal of counselor training programs. 
The bulk of information concerning the evaluation of 
guidance programs and the preparation of counselors and 
guidance workers in general is found in research studies 
that have been conducted in related areas. Generally 
speaking, these studies consist of: 
1. An evaluation of counselor preparation and/or 
certification. 
2. A survey of the need for training in specific 
areas of guidance. 
3~ The use of special techniques and instruments 
for selecting and training counselors. 
,1/Diigald S. ArbUckle, "The Education of the School Counselor,n 
Journal of Counseling Ps;,y;chology (Spring, 195'8), 5': 58-62 
4. The evaluation of established guidance and 
counseling agencies. 
In most cases, these studies deal with the evaluation 
of counselor preparation in general, rather than with 
the training offered by any educational institution in 
particular. To the extent that thesis studies have 
significance :or this follow-up they are included herein. 
3. The Study of Gorman 
A follow-up of Boston University graduates.-- Gorman 
conducted a follow-up study on 169 of the majors and other 
selected students in personnel and guidance who received 
their masters degree between 1939-1949 from Boston 
1/ 
University's School of Education.~ Of the 102 who replied, 
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79 per cent were serving in a personne~ and gUidance capacity 
at the time· of the study, while the remaining twenty-three 
per cent maintained that they had never used their guidance 
training in any official capacity, although sixteen per cent 
of this group aspired to positions in guidance. 
Forty-three per cent of the people serving in guidance 
held full-time positions, twenty-four per cent held half-
time positions, and thirty-three per cent spent one quarter 
of their time or less in guidance activities. The guidance 
services most frequently rendered by the graduate.s i.·Tere 
counseling, testing, and job placement. 
-. lfop. cit. 
'" , 
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In evaluating their Boston University training as a 
vrhole, thirty-four per cent of the graduates rated it as being 
superior, fifty per cent found it to be average, while eight 
per cent considered it inadequate. Eight per cent were 
non-committal. 
The courses that the graduates considered to be most 
helpful were Tests and Measurements, Occupational Information, 
Measurements in Educational and Vocational Guidance, Principles 
of Guidance, and Individual Counseling. The greatest felt 
need of those graduates, serving in a guidance capacity, was 
for a broader background in psychology. 
A limited number of graduates had supplemented their 
'" education with further s.tudy beyond the masters degree. or 
the four that had, two studied at Boston University, one at 
Columbia, and one at the University of Iowa. The subjects 
most frequently studied were guiqance and psychology. 
Of the multitude of suggestions offered by the graduates, 
as means for improving the curriculum, there were three that 
were mentioned quite frequently. They vrere s. 
1. Increase the opportunities for supervised field 
work in the various aspects of guidance. 
2. Reduce the size of classes. 
3. Have less overlapping in course content. 
An analysis of the minimum salary acceptable to those 
graduates who did not hold guidance positions, but aspired to 
them, shows it to be $3550. per year, with a range from 
$2500 to 4500. 
4. The Study of McGrath 
Standards and requirements.-- In 1951 McGrath conducted 
a survey of the standards and requirements for school coun-
1/ 
selors7 The purpose of her surveywas to ascertain the 
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present and proposed standards, requirements, and certification 
plans for school counselors on a nation-wide level. Her survey 
included the forty-eight states, and one hundred-twenty-one of 
the largest cities in the country. Her study showed that only 
twenty-three states and forty per cent cf the cities have estab-
lished certification plans for counselors. This means that the 
-~ majority of cities and states surveyed have no prescribed 
counselor certification program. 
Des:ttaa ... course i·rork.-- The courses._.that 1.·1ere most fre-
quently considered by the cities and states to be basic to any 
counselor's preparation were: 
1. Tests and Measurements 
2. Principles of Guidance 
3· Educational and Occupational Information 
4. Counseling Techniques 
5. Mental Hygiene 
6. Introductory Psychology 
Personal characteristics.-.- Most of the school systems 
~ F. McGrath, "A Survey of Standards and Requirements for 
.. ~~ool Counselors .. and .D.eans of Women," r4asters Thesis, Boston 
Un varsity, 1951 
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involved in this study reported a preference for certain 
personal characteristics in selecting counselors. There 
seemed to be some general agreement on this since the majority 
' of respondents listed pleasing personality, sincere interest 
in children, permissive attitude, high interest in work, 
cooperative attitude, emotional stability, organizational 
and administrative ability, pleasing appearance, good 
character, integrity, and discretion as the personal qualities 
they considered most desirable in counselor candidates. 
Most common qualifications.-- In summary, Mcgrath found 
the most common qualifications required for appointment to 
school counselor to be: 
1. A valid teaching certificate. 
2. A minimum number of hours of training in certain 
specified areas of guidance. 
3. Successful teaching experience of at least three years. 
Considered desirable, but not essential by more than half 
of the sample were: 
1. Previous successful counseling experience or work 
expereince other than teaching. 
2. Certain.measured and personally evaluated personality 
characteristics 
3. A health certificate. 
5. Recommendations of the 1/ 
National Vocational Guidance Association-
~~! _Vocational Glrlldance Associat:llon, ttTlle: Preparati.o.a: 
and Cer~at±can o~ the S'chocd. COtmselor, tt Ocqspat±Fs, 
~; 191f.JL), 2'f,t:-; ~1-5'4,~. 
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In 1941, members of the Preparation for Guidance Services 
section of the National Vocational Guidance Association met to 
form a committee for the evaluation of counselor (a) preparation 
programs, and (b) certification requirements. 
General and specific requirements.-- In an attempt to 
standardize the preparation and certification of counselors, 
and thereby intr.oduce. some measure of uniformity to the 
profession, the committee set forth the following general and 
specific requirements as recommended minimum qualifications 
for school counselors: 
A. General Requirements 
1. Minimum academic preparation of counselor should 
be at least the equivalent of colleagues whose 
guidance activities he must coordinate. This 
will usually mean having a bachelor's degree and 
one half to one full year of graduate work in 
guidance. 
2. A teaching certificate. 
3· At least three years of approved experience in 
education as well as business and industry so 
that he will have an understanding and appreciation 
of both these spheres of activity. 
B. Specific Requirements 
1. A basic understanding of biology, physiology, 
psychology of individual differences, social 
psychology, personality development, and 
physical and mental hygiene. 
2. Experlence in tests and measurements, clinical 
techniques, and a knowledge of growth and 
maturation in the child. 
3. Training in the basic principles of guidance, 
personnel ~rork, social case work, counseling 
techniques as found on the graduate level. 
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4. An understanding of the educational program of 
the school, curriculum planning and structure, 
and methods of teaching in the secondary school. 
5. Internship experience, both observation and 
practice under the supervision of a competent 
trained counselor. 
0. Supplementary Experience 
In order to increase the scope of their services, and to 
enrich their professional background, the committee recommended 
that counselors supplement their knowledge ·Hith training and 
experience in: 
1. Techniques of investigating occupational trends, 
occupations, and qualifications of workers in 
different types of occupations. 
2. Specialized techniques in vocational placement 
and follow-up. 
3.~. Advanc.e.d work in construction and interpretation 
of tests. 
4., Diagnosis and remedial work in reading. 
6.. The Recommendati·ons of the 
Professional Training Committee 
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4reas ot basic .. instl'Jlction.- In April of 1944, fifty; 
three representatives of training institutions which offer~d 
training in guidance and personnen work met to discuss- the 
areas· of instruction which should form the basic preparation 
. 1/ 
for secondary school. teachers and counselors.':"" 
§uggested core for wofessional study.-- The suggested 
core for prGfessional study canprised instruction under the 
following main headings: 
1. A basi·c overview or introduction to 
guidance ............ ., ~ ~ •. ., • • • • • • • • • • • • .. • • 3· hou.rs 
2. Understanding the individual ......... ~ ••••• ~ 6 hours: 
3.- Occupational information and train-· 
ing opportunities ........................ 6 hours 
4.. Couns-eling procedures ••••••.•••••••••.••••• 6 hours 
5. Organizatianal relationship of the 
guidance program ..................... •·. • .. • • • • 3 hours 
? • EValuation and Recamnendations of Super 
Basic regpirements .. -- In 1:948, Super published an article 
in which he discuss.ed the prob:tems of preparing and select-
ing high school. counselors. As a basic requirement, SUper 
!IH8i'ry Jager, "Training in Guidance Wcork for Teacher and 
Ccmnselor," Occupations, (December 1945), 24: 151-155'. 
believed that al1 high schoa1 counselors should be orient-
1/ 
ed to· the fie1ds of: 
1. Remedial instruction. 
2. Curriculum development. 
3· Psycho-therapy. 
4. Social case wot'k'., 
5. Vocational psychology. 
6. Vocational economics. 
7. Placement work. 
Characj;er of the oopulation. -- In analyzing the pop. 
ui[ation of high school counselcars, Super found the occupation 
to be daninated by men and wanen with secondary s·chool baclt-
grounds who tend to identify themselves with schoois and teach-
ers. Super recognizea this· as a major problem because: 
1. By the tiine.· teachers have enough seniority to be 
considered for a counseling ~sition, they have long 
sihce· severed any ties they may· have had with gudd-
ance or counselihg techniques. Although the require-
ments- for counselor certification may cmly specify 
one to two hears .of classroom experience, more often, 
five to ten years of teaching precede appointments to 
'counseling positions. 
2.. Teachers in general., are so poorly paid that they can 
i1l afford the exp·ense of graduate training which 
l/Dcmald Snper, "Basic Problems in the Training of Ifigh 
School _Counselors, rt Teachers: Cqinege Record, (March I9lf;8), 
46:: 381+-390. 
would adequately prepare them ta serve in a guid-
ance· and counseling capacity. 
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4 differential. need .. -- Ih addition to thi.s problem, 
Super saw another problem arising out of the unequal guidance 
needs of large and small schools. Large schools, he felt, 
needed a s.taff fo specialists in various phases of guidance, 
while small. schools needed counselors who were familiar with 
many phases· of guidance. 
As ii: means· of resolving these problems, Super suggested 
that: 
1.. Counselors be recruited from the ranks of those who 
were sufficiently motivat-ed to prepare theselves 
for counseling positions in spite of the personal 
expense ihvolved. This measure, he felt, would 
provide· tangible reward for those that had invested 
in further education; and would also serve as an 
incentive for teachers, who aspired to counseling 
positions, to seek further education in guidance. 
2. Institutions offering graduate training in guidance 
and counseling provide several training programs 
having, as there ccmmon denominator, a general orien-
tation to the major aspects of guidance, but differing 
otherwise in respect to the specific fields of con-
cerntratian available in these major aspects. Such 
a system would provide the general professional 
knowledge the small school counselor needs, and the 
specific knswledge that the specialist in the large 
school needs. 
8~ The Recomtilenda t:fons o£ lirenn 
!:smn' )jiterpretatioa.-- Wrenn interprets counseling 
in two- ways:-__ . 
1.. As a science i.e., its theoretical aspect. 
2. As an art i •. e., its practical aspect. 
Within the framework of this ~terpretation, he has 
described what he believes to be the minimum qualifications 
for part, OI' full-time counselors. 
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Know1edge of psychgl.ogy essential.- In general, he 
recommends that all individuals who are training for the re-
sponsibility of carrying out the counseling function should 
be well grounded 1n psychology in order that they be able 
to recognize the liini ts of their knm1ledge, and the errors 
of their instruments... They must also be sensative to, and 
understalfld:fhg of,. personality differences. They must have 
had work experienca in dealing with peopie, and be intellectual-
ly able to succeed in their training and the field there-
after. 
+raining reguirgments.-- More specifically, he believes 
that the suggested· requirements set forth by the Division of 
Counseling and Guidance of the American Psychological Asso-
l/Division of CGUnseiing and Guidance, American Psychological 
Association. "T'raining of Psychological Counsel.ors," American 
mshol,ist, (1952), VolUme 7, pp 175-181 •. (As cited iii 
·bert renn),. "The Selection and Education o£ Student Per-
sonnel. Workers,n The Personnel and. Guidance Journal, (October 
1952) ,. 31:~ 9-lt+. 
ci'atian,: for part•time and :full.-time counselors should be 
considered by all institutions engaged in the preparation 
of counselors and student personnel workers. 
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For part-time counselors- the requir~men ts would be two 
thirds of' one full year of graduate work in personality growth 
and dynamics; psychalogy of devi~t individuals; measurements 
and statistics; clinical appraisal; the counseling process 
and procedures; and at least one day a week of supervised 
practice in counseling. 
For full-time counselors they recommend two years of 
graduate training which would include academic preparation 
in (1) personality organization add develapment; (2) mow-
ledge of social environment;. (3) appraisal of the individ-
ual; (4) counseling theory and practice; (5') personal ther-
apeutic experience; (6) research and statistics; (7) pro-
fessional orientation;· (8) diversification. In addition, 
one third of the two years- should be devoted to internship 
or supervised practiee in counseling. 
SuRidementary measures.-- Wrenn further believes that 
advi·sors should take pains to see that the students get the 
necessary field work to supplement their theoretical orien-
tation. He menti·ons that in many institutions the student 
is weighed down with the theoretical approach to the problems 
of counseling without ever being given the chance to apply 
these tools in supervised practice experience.. Contrariwise, 
there are institutions that have been guilty of thrusting 
students into staged or rea1 counseling situations when they 
are not prepared to cope with the situation effectively. 
Such practices tend to encoUrage suspicion of the scholarly 
qualities of the institu~imn and professors involved. 
CoJmreiors .. persqnali;ty •. -- Finally, Wrenn· suggests that 
attention be paid to the counselors pe'!'sonality. Since the 
differential effect of the counselors personality in the 
counseling situation is subject to change through therapy, 
efforts should be made to ascertain those personal qualities 
which tend to reduce tha counselors effectivenes~and take 
remedial action to mitigate them. 
9. ToOker's Recommendations for the Selection 
and Training of Counselors 
The problem of' sel;.ection.- Tooker maintains that the 
measures of motivat:ton are poor, and the relation between 
motivation and job performance so poorly understood, that 
there can be no perfectly prescribed set of principals to 
24 
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guide training institutions in their judgements on selection.-
However,. he finds it disconcerting to find that many insti-
tutions have made no effort to discriminate between those "t-tho 
will, and those wha will. not succeed as counselors. 
Negative charactet:Ls.tics.- Tooker indicates several 
negative characteristics which he believes· disdinguishes :fn-
YE. lllS~oOker; "Cormselor Role, Counselor Training," The ~~ill ~d. Qm.dance .Tpurna1, (December 195'7) , 36:: 263-267. 
dividuals- who are liabl.e to be unsuccessful as· counselors. 
They are: 
1. Low academic achievement. 
2.. Inability to· effectively relate w1 th teaching 
collegues. 
3. Lack of' success in leadership· (teaching) .. 
Training •. -- In respect to· counselor training, Tooker 
believes that a thorough- prepa-ration incl.udes the follow-
ing:: 
1.. Prepara,tion and· experience in teaching. 
2. Being as well prepared fn vocational and educa-
tional counseling as in personal counseling. 
3.. Having a substant~al foundation in the methods 
and· materials of grcmp·. guidance., 
4. Being thoroughly exposed to the great variety o~ 
tests· in common use in schools, and having intensive 
training in the prop·er use of them. 
5. Spending same time fn a practical problems course 
which will cover the· gamut of typical situations 
likely to be encountered fn~ .day . to day counseling. 
6. Acquiring training in leadership. 
7. Understanding the· fundamentals of statistical tech-
niques. 
8. Receiving training in public and community relations. 
9. Receiving sufficient training in related disciplines 
!""'\ to develop: an appreciation of their potentials and 
limitations as well as develaping an understand-
ing of the benefits and difficulties involved in 
using the team approach. 
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10. Developing in the cOllllselor specific knowledge con-
cerning various types of treatment facilities, meth~:.·-: 
ods of proper referral, techniques far dealing with 
parental resistance to treatment, and a sense of ob-
ligation far working fn the community to meet the 
needs for such facilities. 
10. The Status of Selection y 
A moral issue,..-_, Stoughton, in his article on "The Pre-
paratiOn of Counselors and Personnel Workers", argues that 
the schools have a moral obligation to admit, and keep in 
training, cmly those who will be successful counselors.. He 
belteves that first .semester success in course work and field 
work should helv. to indicate those who should be retained, and 
those who should be discouraged. 
Stoughton goes~ on to say that surveys of institutions 
engaged in the preparation of counselors, indicate a wide range 
of selection procedures beginning with nothing more than an 
application and ending with very rigid and extensive screen-
ing policies. Such surveys, he goes on to say, have shown 
academic ability, as measured by the Miller Analogies, the 
l7Robert Stcnrghtonlr "The Preparation O'f Counselors and 
p:-ersonnel Workers, The Personnel and Guidance Jownai, 
(February 195'7),. 27: 1'74=182'. 
Graduate Record Exam, or the Ohio State University Psycho-
logical Exam, to be the number one criterion for selecting 
candidates; while, the interview as a means of determining 
interest, maturity, and personal-social adjustment ranks 
second~ Some institutions favor candidates that have under-
graduate degrees in psychology or education, but only a few 
make it a ·specific requirement.. Teaching and/or other work 
experience~;; i..s frequently required. 
Desirable qualities.~-- Stoughton mentioned the follow-
ing qualities· as being desirabliio .in counselor. trainees~ 
intellectual abilityr social welfare, and scientific interests; 
security; awareness o~ own anxieties and modes of reducing 
them;: and absence of' symptoms of neuroticism and overpower-
~g self interest. 
11. The Use of Interest Measures fn Selection 
Clendenen's Findings.-- The use of personality and inter-
est measures in the selection of counselor training candidates 
' hasn t produced too much decisive evidence; however, Clendenen 
found: that good trainees in her group scored A or B in the 
Scientific, Social Welfare, and Literary scales of the Strong 
1/ 
Vocational Interest Blank for Men.-
12. Recommendations· of the Professional 
Standards· Cammittee 
1/borothy M. Clendenen, Selection and Training of Counselors., 
"Ng l!lrs~ctfi"es~ in Counsellnf," Minnesota Studies in Student Per~·otmel or¥ Jn!(l}:. 7 t 1955,. Un ~versi ty of lvf...innesota Press' 
Minneapolis, M esota, pp. 49-5'8. 
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Pre-admiss~gn evaluatiqn.-- The Professional Standards 
Committee of the American crallege Personnel Association drew 
UP' a list of guides for evaluating counselor applicants prior 
to admission. They considered: candidates desirable who pos-
- y 
sessed the foilawing requir8ments: 
1. Demonstrated superiority in academic proficiency-
both :th terms of a:bili ty and attainment. In-
dicative of such might bet 
a.. Graduation from an accredited undergraduate 
sch~ol.. 
b. Above avera-ge grades~: in undergraduate course work. 
c. Satisfactory scores on the Graduate Record Exam, 
the Miller Analogies, or the Ohio State Un-
iversity Psychological Exam. (Scores should be 
in the upper quartile of norms for college grad-
uates· in general). 
d. Favorable statements from competent observers. 
e~ Commendable-mental ability as demonstrated in 
an interview with the selection committee. 
f. Applicants should possess the qualities of "open 
mindedness", intellectual curiosity, and object-
ivity. 
2. Applicants should give evidence of knowledge and 
a~preciation for fields of learning other than their 
UPi=oressional s-tandards Commi tte·e, American College Personnel 
Association,. "ACPA Studies' Student Selection," The Personne:J. 
pd Guidance .Tgurnal, (February 1954), 32: 326-366'. -
own major area in order that theyrbe better abl:e 
to communicate with other members of the academic 
staff 'When they assume student personnel responsi-
bilities later. 
3. A~Iicants~ should show emotional stability and per-
sonal adjustment-, and ability· to bear tension :tn inter-
personal relations. Specially trained personn~l 
should be used in interviewing for these character-
istics. In addition, pro-jective techniques should 
be used whenever advisabl.ih .. 
~. Related to the above, the qualities of~ 
a. Social sensitivity; an empathy, interest~ and 
fondness for people; an unders·tanding for the 
needs of others;: a civic sense; a concern for the 
common lot of mankmd. 
b. Leadership ability. 
c. Ability to work fn harmony with subordinates- and 
superordinates; get along with peop-le; tolerance;: 
accepting of viewpoints which differ from own. 
d.. Warmth in interpersonal relations; friendliness. 
e. A sense of humor. 
f. Acceptable p-ersona! appearp.nce; absence of object-
1ona ble mannerisms •. 
g. Dedication to service in student personnel "Vrork. 
h. Self respect; wholesome philosophy and way of 
handling own problems; self reliant- and confident. 
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1. Integrity; an.acceptable value system, and spir-
i tual and relig:tous convictions,, •" 
should al.se:•.~be. present. 
Acquiring. the neg.espm .dgta.- In securing the above in-
formation, various sources such as fellow students, teachers, 
counselors, employers (f any) clergymen·' selection committee 
personnel., letters of reference, check-lists·, The Scale of 
Values (by A1J.~t, V8rnml .. ..and :tilldsey), The Minnesota Multi-
phasic Personality Inventory,. The Guilford-Zimmerman Personal-
ity Survey, and other personality-interest measuring devices 
may be used. 
13. The· General Guidance CQUI'lselor 
Mathewson, in his article on the preparation of the gen-
eral guidance counselor, stresses the importance of a strong 
1mdergraduate major in individual and social p:sychology, and 
a minor in sociol.Ggy for individuals planning to continue on y 
into the field of guidance and personnel. This training he 
fe~]s is ess·ential t~ academic success in graduate school, and 
maxfmum effectiveness in the counseling situation. 
The graduate program in personnel ggd guidance.-- The grad-
uate program for the persom1el and guidance trainee should in-
clude the· following: 
I. A general orientation to psychology, mental hygiene, 
sociology, cultural anthropology, and 
lJi.EGibert E- 'Matliewson t "The General .. Guidance Caunse15f,~: 
!he Personnel and G'Uidan,ce· Journal., (May 1954), 32':: · 547. 
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educatiOil ................... ~ ...................... , •• •·• 24 hrs • 
2.. Group work and social relations·................. 4 hrs. 
3. .Appraisal ......... '""....................................... 8 hrs. 
4.. Counseling, and related consultation and 
cOllliilun.ica tion. .. .. .. •.•.•.•.• •.• •. .•. • • • • • • • • • .. • .. • •.•. •. • 8 hr-s •. 
5. Programming, curriculum relations, organiza-
tion, and administration......................... 6 hrs. 
6. Social resources, conditions, and opport··· · · 
unities .................................... .,............................. 4 hrs. 
7 •. Internship· and field work • • • • • • • ........ .... • •• 8 hrs. 
The training should stress socio-.psychological theorT 
pius process and programmatic techniques for relating theory 
directly to individual needs. in their social setting in five 
fundamental process areas~ appraisal, adjustment, orientation, 
development and coordination. 
14. A Special Technique for Selection 
In developing special techniques for the selection of 
candidates- for training in personnel and guidance, Queens 
College in New Yin'k has- recentlyr compieted a· three year ex- . 
periment in the use of the wcrk sample as a projective meas-
·. y 
ure of candidat~s. 
The pxoblem.- This technique incorporat.es- the use· of a 
work sample that is pertinent to the profession, complex, 
and currently emerging in contemporary education; but, ne-
JJPhyliis c. Wiisen,. "The Work Sample in Selecting Grad-
uate Students~"',. The .~o.uraal of CCllllns~ling PSychology, (Winter 
195'6) ' J·::· 286-290: 
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cessitates the selection of a problem that provides for a 
projective analysis rather than an illustration of group 
dynamics. By refining the technique the researchers found · · 
that the- best results were derived when:: 
I.. The candidates were informed of the problem 
prmor to the meeting~ 
2. The problem was such~ that the candidates could 
utilize their knowledge and experience in pro-
posing a solution •. 
3· The problem was- such, that an easy- solution, which 
most could agree upon would be difficult, if not 
impossible, to come by. 
Rating the candidates.-- By structuring the si tua·tion 
in this way, O'bservers, who were seated on the opposite side 
of a one way screen, were able to make certain judgements 
concering the candidates· anxieties, compulsiveness, toler-
ance of frustrationf and, to rate them fu te-rms of three 
criteria:- influence, empathy, and total effectiveness. 
15. Training Methods and Instruments 
The Wicas instrument.-- \ficas developed an instrument 
for measuring caunselor perception to be used as a training 
1/ 
device in the preparation of personnel and guidance workers.-
The instrument was designed for classroom use. It 
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consists of a number of client statements to which the 
ccnmselor trainee responds. Th.e trainees responses can 
then be compared with the responses of experts in the field 
t:o determine the extent to which they approximate- the cri-
terion response to anT given client statement. 
Other use;s of the- instrgment.- Other uses of the in-
strument include:· 
1. Providing the trainee to experience the role of 
the counselor and to practice counselor perception 
skill. 
2. An oppcrtuni ty, through coding the . responses·, for 
the- trainee to analyze and evaiua te the counsel-
ing· procedures he has used. 
J.. P.roviding an opportunity, through the comparison 
of diff'~rent trainee responses, for group analy-
sis and eva-luation of the trainee's use of counsel-
ing prtDcedures. 
4. Providing an aid; :ror individual analysis and' self 
screening. 
Alternawr form.- Fer a periodic check on the trai·n~-~. · 
ea:r development, \;'icas has provided an alternate form ot· 
his instrument. 
17. Observing the Ihterview 
InterviEUQng - the PJifimerx g;nl..- Defining interview-
'" 
:tng skills as- the· prfmaTY- skills of the counselor, Kadushin 
regards it- as· a high priority· phase or aspect of couns·elor-
trai:ning • .!/He advocates· the low cost highly flexible meth-
od of teaching intervi-ewing lmown as· direct observation or 
thee on going interview. This~ mar be done in a variety of 
ways, the most popular of which are:. 
I. 1'be- s-tudent· watches a competent: pra·cticioner 
2:. The· supervisj_ug_ instructor observes a student 
ecrunseling. 
J,.. The student observes another student- counseling. 
Structwing thg situation.- Ih using this· method, meas-
ures: shoUld be taken to reduce the di-straction, occasioned 
by the presence of an observer, to a minimum. This· can 
best be· done- by· (a) an:owing: .the· .ci:fent t.o decide whether 
or not' an observer-- should be· present; and (b) by physically 
locating the observer s·ana distance beyond the distance be-
tween counselor and client:.. In addition, the· observer should 
be passive, neutral, and as: unobtrusive a:s possible. 
AbiiVe all~. the observer shoold in no way compete with 
the' counselor, nor· attempt to respond to any inquiries that 
tha client: may direct to him. 
The observation session should always, if possible, 
be followed by c-onsultation between intervievTer (counselor) 
i/ilfred.Kadushin, "Observing the Interview 1n ~ounselor 
!"raming?"' 'fhe Personnel and Guidpce J'aurnal" (1-fa.r'ch 1956), 
34·::- 4o5.J.1.o8 •. 
and' observer. 
1?. Role Pl.aying 
Value and PQroose.-- Schwebel advocates the intro-
duction of role playing early in the grarluate students train-
Y ing.. In factt the earlier, the better, sfnce the.·.studEmt 
will not be dealing with a real client, but he will be gain-
ing the- advantage of c~ face to face with a client,. early 
in his training, i1n. a stru~tured situation which will c<Dn-
tribute much to his counseling skill w1 thout introducing 
the risk of tampering with anothers (the client'.s) personal-
ity. In training, the student has- the guidance of the pro-
fessor and the class. He can a£ford to make mistakes as they 
wi'll be accepted and· understood' by his contemporaries, and 
corrected by his professor. 
Other values.-- Other values inherent in the role play-
ing method' are: 
I.. It helps to point out to the former teachers :i:n the· 
class· that they tend, in their desire to help, to 
teach rather than counsel the client. 
2. Tha role playing gives the student the experience 
of being a client which will help him to appre-
ciate the clients role, a role that is not as force-
fully brought out by other methods •. 
ym:iton Schwebel, "Role Playing :fn Counselor Tra-ining", 
~ P~s0llllel and Guidapce Journal, (December 195'3), 32~ 
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3. Role· playing offers the student experience in de-
veloping a critical eye for the counseling relation-
ship, and especially far the feelings of the client. 
He learns to analyze his impact on the client which 
in turn aids the process· of self appraisal and 
criticism. 
4. Role playing compels students to face reality since 
they must' face up to the problems in vol ved- in being 
a counselor even if ther- situation is staged. 
5. Role playing i~ a useful device for tea~hing psycho-
dynamics.. The phenomenon of tmconscious moti va• 
tfon at a low level of awareness can be observed 
:tn the behavior of both counselor and client. 
In general, role playing experiences develop emphatic 
abilities and contribute to the individuals effectiveness ·· : 
inter-personal relations. 
18., Evaluating the· Counselor Training Program 
Use .of the grgup cgnference.- Following a two year 
evaluation of counselor training in the fou~ municipal 
colleges· of New Ybrk City, it was· decided that a continuous 
evaluation of the training could be had by periodically in-
Y 
viting graduates· back for group conferences. In order to 
elicit the freest or least inhibited comments, in res·pect 
to the training program, the~ groups· were lead by a re·search 
l/ieanne L. Noble, "Evaluating a Program of Counselor T'rain-
mg Through Gr~p_Confe:ences1" The Personnel and Guidance J'ournal, (May 195'4)" 32. 518-,23. 
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assistant rather than any.'· fi"gure with authoritarian status 
in the schools .. 
Condycting the grQYJh-- The groups were encouraged to 
speak freely; and in confidence. To discuss their impressions, 
attitudes, and feelings toward·s· any phase of their training. 
The session was-recorded on tape. 
An interview guide, which helped to focus attention 
on six major areas of the training program, was available. 
RecQl!liilfmdations of the- gr~-- The continuation, 
adoption, or strengthening of cert~n practices· were re-
commended. Several of these were:-
:n. _Continue the written comprehensive exam, but add 
an oral phase-1 and direct the whole exam toward:s 
the skills and knowledge necessarr-to success in 
counseling. 
2. Impose rigid seleetion standards vlhich will. admit 
those who have the intellectual ability, and per-
sonal qualities that make for success a·s· a per-
sonnel and guidance worker. 
3. Provide for role playing in classrooms;: in crease· 
the oppsrtuni ties for individual conferences with 
advisors;· increa·se the use of the case study meth-
odr and provide opportunities to discuss personal 
problems that may-effect students work a5 a coun-
selor •. 
4.. Relate theory to practice and PTOVide refresher 
courses in psychoiogy. 
5. Increase field practice and/or internships. 
6. Include a PQSt graduate seminar for graduates, 
and increase th~ instruction· in group therapy 
techniques. 
Almost invariably silch groups will contain critical as 
wel1 as· enthusiastic members who will provide an abundance 
of information concerning both the negative and positive 
features· of the program. 
18. In Service Training 
Advantages and disadvanta,.-- In service training 
should follow formal education. However, often the school 
or tlie counselor does not lmow what their personnel and 
guidance needs· are; their (the counselors) time is crowd-
ed by·administration duties;- there is- a lack of qualified 
personnel to tr.a"ih and sup-ervise in an in service training 
program;· and insufficient funds to acquire them. The one 
dist:tnct advantage of an ih service training program is that 
the' counselors generally have a better understanding of the 
teacher's needs. 
l/Robert Stoughton, op. cit., p.. 180. 
CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS AID INTERPRETATION OF THE DATA 
The purpose of' this study is to surYey the personnel 
and guidance graduates who receiYed the Master or Educatioa 
degree at Boston UniYersity during 1954 to 1956 in order to 
determine the effectiveness of' their training, to ascertain 
the v-alue e>t the graduate's undergraduate training in 
preparing them for training and emplo1Ment in personnel and 
guidance, to ob\ain information regarding the progress 'ot 
the ·graduates in their respective vocations, and to evaluate 
the program of studiea offered at the Boston UniYers~i~y 
School ot Education. SUch a atudy necessarily bas tmpli-
, ,; 
cations for curriculum revision. 
the findings and stll'mary of this follow-up are reported 
~ccording to the •ajor divisions of the questionnaire. 
1. EdueatUnal Data 
Undersraduate maJor and vocational status of graduatet.--
Due to the fact that the number ot respondants representing 
the v~1ous undergraduate majors dt_tfers numerically, it 
would be useless to attempt to compare tlle value of each or 
these maj9ra in respect to preparation ot students tor 
training a~d emp~ in the f'ield or personnel and 
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guidance on &tl\lal terms; however, it is possible to come to 
some conclusions regarding the value ot their undergraduate 
t~aining to the graduates involved in this study. Table 4 
is arranged to show the number ot respondants who had earned 
degrees .. in_~)le Tarious undergraduate 11Jijo'rs represented; 
tb:eirvoeationalatatus in respect to personnel and guidance,; 
the pereen~age ot graduates, representing each major, who 
have obtained poait1ona in personnel and:, guidance; and the 
percentage ot the total ntmlber employe, __ iil personnel and 
guidance t<I!Ol'Jl eaeh of the majors. '-~-''· 
Col~ {2) and <4> o'£. Table 4- indie_ate- that respondants 
who had rec~ived undergradua~e degrees· in psychology-, :history, 
English• and ,;el~entary education cempr~Se: the 'majority Of 
those ell.plofed-in personnel and guidance,_ while column (3) 
showsthe.t·aigreater percentage of respondants with under-
graduate.ajors or music education, clat.lsics, English and 
lUatory~·-lal\gU.ages, science,-- history, and, psychology, have 
obtained positions in personnel and guidance. Stnce there 
is only· one .reapondant eaeh representing·.~the undergraduate 
majors or mU.si• education, classics, ~.nd English and history, 
and on.lytm,ee each representing languages.. and science, it 
is hardly··worthwhile to di-a,w any oonolutl.ions relevant to 
,' 
undergraduate training and employment in the field or 
personnel artd guidance on the basis or so-little evidence. 
On the other hand., both numerically and"tpercentage-wise, the 
respondants :;'who aa:ve earned undergraduate· degrees in history 
Table 4. Unde~graduate Major and Voeational Status or 
Graduates 
~,. 
lftimber Percent Pereent 
Kaj•r Fre~ Eaployed Employed or to'tal Employed 
quenoy in P.ex-s. in Pers. Nuaber in other 
& Quid. & Guid. Employed Fields 
in Pera. 
& Guid. 
~lOJ {1) (2J (3) (b.) (5} 
English •••••••••• 11 5 45 15 h 
Gen'l Edueation •• 10 1 10 3 ~ Elea. Eduea1sion •• 9 ~ ·~~ 9 Psychology ••••••• 9 17 3 
History •••••••••• l 6 66 17 3 Heae EeonOJRies ••• 0 0 0 5 Business Ed •••••• 1 25 3 3 
Ohemia-PT•••••••• fr 1 25 .3 3 Business Admin ••• l 25 .3 3 Biology •••••••••• 3 9:- 0 '10 3 
Economics •••••••• 3 l l' l 2 Science •••••••••• 3 2 l Bttrs1ng Ed ••••••• 3 0 0 0 3 
Nursing •••••••••• 3 0 0 0 3 
Industrial Arts •• 3 1 u l 2 Languages •••••••• 3 2 1 
Sooielogy •••••••• 3 0 00 0 3 
~gliah Lit •••••• 2 0 0 0 2 
Theology ••••••••• 2 0 0 0 2 
Ar-t •••••••••••••.• 2 0 0 0 2 
Hathematies •••••• 2 0 0 0 2 
Health Education. 2 1 5o .3 1 
Soeial Studies ••• 1 0 0 0 1 
Physieal Therapy. 1 0 0 ·0 1 
Public Health •••• 1 0 0 0 1 
Art Edueation •••• 1 0 0 0 1 
Physieal Ed •••••• 1 0 0 0 1 
Law •••••••••••••• 1 0 0 0 l 
Seeondary Ed ••••• 1 0 0 0 1 
English & History 1 l 100 3 0 
Classics ••••••••• 1 1 100 3 0 
Musie Education •• 1 1 100 3 0 
Tetals ••••• 109 34 100 75 
_.-" 
and psyehology have been highly successful in obtaining 
positions in personnel and guidance. 
Since the field of personnel and guidance draws 
heavily on psychological theoP,T and technique, it is 
reasonable to assume that the respondants who had received 
undergraduate degrees in this discipline were better 
prepared to succeed in their personnel and guidance training, 
11 
and later, in the field itselt. A history major, however. 
does not see.a to lend itselt to either study or employ.aent 
in personnel and guidance; therefore, other taetors, inclu-
ding graduate training, may be responsible tor the success 
ot the respondants with hiatory backgrounds in obtaining 
positiona in personnel and guidance. 
Pursuing this inquiry further, we find that some of 
the respondanta considered their undergraduate training to 
be a help to th~ in graduate school, while othe~a were ot 
the opinion that their undergz-aduate training was ot little 
use. 
l!elptuln~Js of undergraduate.major.-- The graduates were 
asked.whether or not their undergradua'be ~jor had been ot 
help to them in their training in personnel and guidance. 
Table 5 shows the results of this survey. 
One hundred per oent of the respondanta who had earned 
their undergraduate degrees in psychology, elementary education, 
!/!hirty-aeven per oe~t of the courses offered for personnel 
and guidan•• majors during the years 1954-1956 were ot 
psyehologi~l content. 
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!abie S. Helpt'ulness ot Undergraduate Major in Personnel 
. .. and Guidanee Training 
' ··.\ :~ ~bel' Was .. , Percent Pereen* 
11aJ .. 9l' .. in HeJ.ptul HelptuJ or ot 
.. -~ 
' .. 
Saaple Total Majer 
' He1ned He1nAd {0) . .. . (11 {2} {j} 1hl (r)) 
i J . .j>.;.; ·_;;>/:t.'.=· : 
Eng11~ •••••••••• 11 3 2 12. 82 Gea11 .Edueation •• 10 2 11. 80 
E1am. Edueation •• 9 9 0 12. 100 Ps7•bol9,n~ .• • •• • • 9 9 0, 12. 100 
l:U.sto.n ft ... ,., • ••• • • :l 5 4 7. fa Hew.e ·.· E;con•m••· .• . , 2 3 3 • Buain~s Ed •••••• 
' 
2 2 ). 
Gheaiat:l"'f•••••••• fr l 3 1.25 
I 25 
Buainea•~·~~in ••• 3 1 4 •. 15 
Btology •••••••••• 3 1 2 1.25 33 
E4lenoa1u •• •· •••• 3 1 2 1.25 33 
Soien••• •. ,..~_. •• ••• 3 1 2 1.25 33 
l!l\lrs iq ~·Ed. ~ ••••• 3 3 0 4. 100 
NuJraing ..... •-• ••••• 3 3 0 J.j.. . ~i Indu.st J>!al'"'AMa •• 3 .2 1 3. 
LangQagea •••••••• 3 1 2 1.25 33 
Se•iolot;O:•••••••• 3 3 0 4· . 100 
Eagl!all Mt-, ~~· ••• 2 2 0 3. 100 
1'laeologr ••••••••• 2 a 0 3. 100 
Art ••• ~ f. a' ll • ~- • • • • 2 ~ 1 1.25 5o lfa:bhelllltie'S~ • • • • • 2 1 0 
Health Ed •••••••• 2 1 1 1.25 so 
Scteial< Studies ••• l .. q 0 1 
n,-a 1•a1; 'TherapJ. 1 l 0 1.25 100 
A~- El:a.eation. ••• l ~ 1 0 
Public., Health•··• 1 1 0 1.25 100 
Ph.ys1ea1 Ed •••••• 1 0 1 0 
~·· ............... 1 0 1 0 
eeond•'l"-J.Ed ••••• 1 1 0 1.25 100 Engliah &'Histor, 1 1 0 1.25 100 
Claasies •••••••••• 1 0 1 0 Muaio Edueation •• 1 l 0 1.25 100 
Totals ••••• 109 75 34 100.00 
....... 
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n'W:'sing education,. aociologJ, English literatUl'e 1 theology. 
English and ~istory, physical therapy. public health, art 
edueation, and musie education thouS.bt that their under-
g7aduate training helped thea in ~s.duate sehool. Eight,--
two per cent ot those who had majored in general education, 
seYenty-tive per cent or those who had majored in business 
administration, and sixty-six per cent of those who had 
majored in industrial arts were also of this opinion. 
Columns {2), <4>, and ($) of Table 5 indicate that the 
preponderance, both numerically and percentage-wise, ot 
respondants thought that their undergraduate training 
helped them in ~aduate aehool aajored 1n psychology, 
elementary edueation, English, general education, and history. 
Tbe tact that only titty-fiTe per cent of those who had 
earned undergraduate degrees i~ history thought that this 
training helped them in graduate school agrees with the 
state.aent made aboYe that taetora other than their under-
graduate t:Paining !~:history were responsible for the 
success of these respondants in acquiring position in 
personnel and 8~danee. 
Although res~ndants that aajored in elementary 
edueation, English, and general \!;ducat ion; as undergraduates, 
.... 
believe that their training in these fields helped them in 
graduate sehool, there is no prior indication that their 
.-Jors helped them to obtain positions in personnel and 
guidance, since only thirty-three per cent ot those that 
majored in elementary eduoation. ~orty-~iTe per cent o~ 
those that majored in English. and ten per cent or those 
who •ajored in ~ral education haTe attained that goal. 
Undergradua~e training that would have helped aore.--
The graduates were asked to giTe the name·o~ an under-
graduate field of study_whioh they believe would haTe 
helped them more in personnel and guidance training than 
did their aotual undergraduate .ajor. 
Table 6 giTes th~ majors and the number of tt.es each 
was mentioned by the graduates. 
Table 6. Undergraduate Majors That Would HaTe 
Helped Respondanta More in Graduate 
School 
jNullber o~ 
Major Tfaes 
Mentioned 
11) j~ 
Psychology •••••••••••••••••••••••• , 35 
Social Studies••••••••••••••••••••• 4 
Education......................... 3 
Sociology and Psychology.......... 2 
Liberal Art••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 
Sociology. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . 1 
Tests and Measur-.eata •••••••••••• , l 
Educational Administration........ 1 
Guidance and Perso~l............ 1 
English Literature and Composition l 
Total..... 50 
Ot the :t'.itty Pespondants who thought that another 
underga.duate aa.jor would haTe helped them more • thirty-
five mentioned psychology; four. social studies; three. 
education; two. sociology and psychology; and one eaeh 
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thought that liberal arts, sociology, tests and measure-
ments, educational administration, guidance and personnel, 
and Engliah literature and caaposition would have helped 
thea aore. 
Table 6 has shown psychology to be the undergraduate 
major that aeventy per cent ot the respondants to the 
queation believe would have helped them more in graduate 
school tha.n did their own undergraduate :major. 
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It is interesting to note that or the nine respondants 
that had received their undergraduate degree in psychology, 
sixty-six per cent are employed in personnel and guidanee, 
and one hundred per cent thought that this major helped 
them moat in graduate school. This can be said ot no other 
undergraduate major represented by respondants to this study. 
Two of the most probable explanations for this prefer-
ence for psychology as an undergraduate major are: 
1. Personnel and guidance students with little or 
no previous training in psychology have probably 
been encountering difficulty in dealing with 
courses in the eurrieulum. which are primarily 
psychological in content. 
2. Grad~ates of the personnel and guidance prograa 
may be experiencing difficulty in meeting 
counselor certification requirements in states 
that require broadeP psychological training of 
counselor candidates. 
,,-..., 
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Since the questionnaire does not ask the graduates why 
they think another undergraduate major, such as psychology, 
would have helped them more in graduate school, the above 
explanations cannot be supported by any direct statements 
made by the respondants;, howeYer, they appear to be taplied 
by the data thus tar uncovered. 
Attitudes ot graduates about majoring in personnel and 
guid!pee.-- To deter.aine whether the graduates were satisfied 
with their choice of personnel and guidan~e as a field of 
study tor the masters degree, they were asked if they would 
choose the same field it they were starting in graduate 
school anew. Ninety-five, or ninety per cent, of the 
respondanta said they would choose personnel and guidance 
it they were to start over again, while fourteen, or ten 
per cent, would not. Since it is believed that the occu-
pational status of the graduates may have some effect on 
their attitude, a comparison ot the graduate's tield ot 
' 
work and their response to the avove question was made. 
Table 7 shows the results ot this comparison. 
Table 7. Oomp~ison of Present Vocational Status ot Graduates 
Who Would Major in Personnel and Guidance Again, and 
Those Who Would lfK 
:Eaployed in Enlployed in Total 
Pers •. & Guid. Other Field 
\.'r llJ _l~J l3J 
Would Major in 31 64 95 Pars. & Gtlid. 
Again (concluded on next page) 
Table 7. (concluded) 
Total 
2 
Would Not Major 
in Pers. & G'liid. 3 11 
Again ••••••••.••• 
Totals •••• 34 75 109 
EleTen, or 78.5~, of the fourteen graduates who 
•entioned that they would not major in P,rsonnel and Guidance 
again are employed in another field. Only three, or 21.5%, 
ot the respondants who would not major in Personnel and 
Guidanee again are employed in the tield. Thirty-one, or 
91~ ot the total nnaber of respondants who haTe positions 
in the field or Personnel and Guidanee would major in it 
again, and sixty-tour, or 85~, ot the graduates who are 
eaployed in otaer fields w•uld major in it again. 
Degree progr~aoat helptu1 to graduates in their 
-~ 
present pesitiop! .-~ 'Ib.e graduat'es were then asked whioh 
degree prograa had been •ost helpfUl to them in their 
present position. The differeat responses to this question 
were eaapared with the preaent Yoeational status of the 
..... ·. 
graduates. Table 8 illustrates the results of this comparison. 
Table 8. Degree Program Graduates Believe Helps Them Most 
in Their Present Position 
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Pereent Number emplored 
Nuaber Qr .in 
Total Pers. & Guid. 
11} . {2} J3J 
Undergraduate 
Helps Kost •••••••• 41 37.6 3 
Gradua'e 
Helps :Most ••••••••• 68 62.4 31 
Total ••••• 109 100 34 
Ot: tla.e s1xty-eigltt reapenda.nts who believe that their 
graduate ~raining has helped tae.m most in their present 
position, thirty-one are emp~oyed in Personnel and Guidance. 
The remaining thirty-seTen feel that their Personnel and 
Guidanae tr.aining has helped tla.am most despite the faet 
that they are serTing in soae other eapaeity. This indieatea 
that many of the graduates are diaeovering the usefulness of 
their Personnel and Guidanee training in other fields. 
Ferty-ene ef the graduates maintained that their under-
graduate training is 11,ore uaetul to them. in their present 
position. ·Of this forty-one, tuee are employed in Personnel 
and Gu.idanee; 1 howeTer, two or the three had been emplo,.ed 
in this field betor- starting their graduate program. 
Additional training·~- In consideration of the fact that 
none ot the graduates had reeeived their masters degree in 
5o 
Personnel and Guidan•e earltez•· tllan tuee years prior to 
the date this follow-up survey was conducted, a surprisingly 
large number have engaged in some form of additional training. 
Table 9 shows the nuaber ot graduates who have taken addi-
tional training, and the types or training progr~ they 
have entered. 
Table 9. Respondants Who Have Taken Additional Training 
Sinee Reoeiving Ed. M. 
Num.be.-
Type or Training of Tiaes 
Mentioned 
\lJ l2) 
Ed. D. Prograa........................ 7 
Sumaer Workah•P•••••••••·••••••••••••· 76 C.A.G.s. Prograa •••••••••••••••••••••• 
Special Preparatory Course Work....... 2 
Ph. D. Pl'Ograa ••• • •••••••••••••••• • •• , . 1 
EYening Course Wo~k••••••••••••••••••• i 
State University Extension Courses ••• ~ 1 
Miscellaneous Courses (undesignated).. 8 
Tetal....... 33 
E1gat or the graduates have entered training programs 
that lead to a deetorate degree, seven have taken summer · 
workshop courses, six have entered Certificate of Advanced 
Graduate Specialization programs, two have taken special 
preparatory training, one each has completed a State 
University Extension Course and an evening sehool course, 
and eigat have taken miscellaneous undesignated courses. 
In tetal, 30.2~ of the graduates have entered some 
fora ot training since reoeiTing their degree in personnel 
and guidance. T.ne pereentage eo•pares quite favorably 
with the group Gel"lllln surveyed in his follow-up study ot 
the personnel and guida.nee majors who had re•e1Ted their 
-.asters degree from Boston University between 1939-194.9. !I 
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Only tour, or 3.9~, ot the group Gorman atudiei had completed 
additional course work at the t~e of his survey. 
Tbat so .any of the graduates have engaged in addi-
tional training has satisfactory, as well as unsatisfactory, 
illlplieations. On the one hand, it :might· be said that the 
graduates surTeyed are a more progressiTe, educationally-
minded group that sees the need tor continuous training, 
and therefore nave taken additienal courses beyond the 
•asters degree. On the other hand, it eould be said that 
a high pereentage of gr~duates returning tor additional 
training after so recen~ly completing a masters degree 
progrut in personnel and guidance indioates that this 
training has not ad•quately prepared them for the personnel 
an.dguidanee resp~aib111ties of their jobs. 
2. Vocational Data 
Another t.portant o~jectiTe ~f this study is to obtain 
information regarding the'Work experienee and vocational 
goals of the graduates. 
l/§i). eit. 
Boston University 
School of Education 
- - L1brar~ 
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BeS1Petpg and fresent JO!it,opa or graduates.-- Table 
> : ~_·:;_ 
10 gives the beginning and present job titles of the 
gttaduates. 
Table 10. BeginDiug and Present Positions 
Held by Graduates 
Pealul:oa 
(lJ 
IDJ.tial 
Number 
C2) 
Teaeher ••••••••••••••••••• 4? 
~anee Counselor........ 14c 
Director of Guidanee...... 5 
Teae~er•eounse1or......... 5 
;P~~~•.ipa1. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 3 
Oeunaeling Psychologist... 2 
Ju••nile Adjust. Counselor 2 
liQl.J;1iU~w1te.. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 2 
Gil.idanee Teaeher •• • ·••••••• 2 
Pay-e-1og1eal Tester...... 1 
Sot,•l.Worker............. 1 
CalllpCounse1er............ 1 
Disability Exaainer....... 1 
Aaalatant Dean of Women... 1 
V1eet"Pr1nc:tpa.l ••• • ·~ •••• ~.. 1 
Health Coordinator........ 1 
Ind:wtt.. Relations 01'f1eer. 1 
B•a~ Do~tory Resident... 1 
-,.&lesser (P.T.).......... 1 
t>eaa.,, et Women ••••••• , • • • • • 1 
At.1nistratiie·Assistant.. i 
EcUte&i.tional Advisor....... 1 
E411•atienal Director.~.... 1 
DtJteetor; Salvation Ara.y.. 1 
Sel.iel Psyeho1egiet. • • • •. • • 1 
OrieBtatien Inatructo7.... 1 
Asstt Dir. Student Pera... 1 
J...,elry Se.les. ~ ••• ~ • • • • • • • 0 
A*atatant Professor.~~.... 0 
tihister • ••••••••• ~·... • • • • 0 
AstJ;t Dit-eetor of Nursing. o 
SetretS.z-y •••••••• ~ ••• ~.... o 
SUpervisor, Indust. AJrts.. o 
1)6a.no~ BQ,ys ••••••• *!.~•••• o 
'Pel~a1$n Personali'l' •• • • o 
Silp~r. · <?t TJ-ainins. & id... o 
Eliid' et · COlllleree Dept • • • • • 0 
SU.pif*~, ot Attendan•_e...... q 
El,em~nta~ Assistant • • • • • • o 
-· · ( eoneluded on next page ) 
' . . ~ .. .. ~ .~ . ' . . . . . ' . 
Present 
Number 
-en 
34 
10 
7 
10 
~ 
2 
2 
3 
1 
1 
l 
0 
1 
1 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
2 
0 
1 
~ 
1 
2 
0 
0 
1 
3 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
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Table 10. (cQD.Oluded) 
Initial Present 
Position Number Number 
_\1) {2) {3} 
u.s. Nareoties In:Yest •••• 0 1 
Super. of Ph,_ieal Ed •••• 0 1 
Visiting Nurse ••••••••••• 0 1 
Assistant Seetion Head ••• 0 1 
Unemployed ••••••••••••••• 0 1 
Not given •••••••••••••••• llt- 1 
Total ••••••• 109 109 
The beginning and present poaition most frequently held 
by the graduates was teaeh~r, mext eame guidanee counselor, 
fellowed by direetor et guidanee, teacher counselor, and 
principal. The re.aining peBitions aave attracted only a 
taw graduates e~eh. On the whole, positions in edueation 
dominate. Several of the graduates have entered other 
fields;, however, there is no signifieant eoneentration in 
any of them. 
Initially, thirty-one of the graduates held positions 
in Personnel and Guidanee. This number has increased to the 
present figure of thirty-tour. The greatest influx of 
graduates into fersonnel and Guidance has been through the 
position of teaeher-eo~elor, whi&b is g~nerally considered 
to be an ~ntranee job in the field. 
The slight inere~se ot graduates currently holding 
positions in Personnel and Guidanee over the initial number 
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employed in the field may be partially explained by 
re~erence tc the taet that forty-two, or 38.5~, of the 
graduates eaployed in other fields (see table 11) are 
satisfied with their present position, and are not interested 
in entering Personnel and Guidanee. 
Table 11. Interest in Personnel .and Guidanee 
Positions 
·~ 
NUlRber not in Nuaber N'tlmbe~ 
Pers. & Guid. Interested Satisfied 
in Entri.nee With Present 
Position 
{1) l2) {3) 
75 33 42 
Table 11 further indieates tllat thirty-three, or 44~, 
of the graduates who do not hold positions in Personnel and 
Guidance are intereste4 in entering the field. Table 12 
shows the types ot positions these graduates are interested 
in. 
Table 12. Personnel and Guida.aee Entrance 
Positioua Desired by Graduates 
l 
Oounsel_():ie'-••, ••••••• •. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1,3 
Teaeher-oo~elor................... 4 
Direetor et Guidan•••••••••••••••••• 3 
Meaber of Youta SerYi•e Beard....... 1 
JuTenile Adjust•ent Couaaelor....... 1 
(•oneluded on next page) 
Table 12. (eoneluded) 
Poaition Desired 
(lJ 
Psyehaaetrist •••••••••••••••••••••• 
Rehabilitation Counselor ••••••••••• 
Guidanee and Law ••••••••••••••••••• 
Any Position in Pers. & Guid ••••••• 
Total •••••••••• 
(2) 
1 
1 
1 
8 
33 
55 
Thirteen of the graduates who are intereste.d in entering 
Personnel and Guidance mentioned tull-ttae counseling as the 
p•sition they would be most interested in obtaining. Four 
thought they would be satisfied 1f they eauld begin as 
teacher-counselors. while three oonaidered nothing less 
than direeter or guidanee as a suitable starting position 
in the field. One ea.oll ot the graduates would like to begin 
in the field as a ae.ber ot the Youth Serviee Board, a 
juYeDile adjustment ee~elor. a rehabilitation counselor, 
and a ea.bination legal-personnel otfioar. The remaining 
eight graduates would be willing to aecept any position that 
proTided the opportunity to serTe in a Personnel and 
Gui~e oapacity. 
Minimaa atartipg salaries.-- The .ajority of graduates 
who expressed an interest in entering Personnel and Guidanee 
also apee1tied the aint.ua anDUal salary they would aeeept 
it they did eater the field. Table 13 illustrates the range 
ot aeeeptable salaries, and the numbe~ of times each was 
mentioned. 
Table 13. Minbmm Salary Aeceptable to Those Interested 
in Entering Personnel and Guidance 
' 
Jlinili'Wil Times K1 ,'rti11.6s'··"'' 
Sab.r.Y .Mentioned Salarv Mentioned 
~\J.J (2] -(ll (2) 
$3600 ••••••••• 1 $S6oo •••••••• 1 
~Boo ••••••••• 1 saoo •••••••• 1 
ooo ••••••••• 1 6ooo •••••••• 4 ~oo ••••••••• 1 6300 •••••••• 1 
oo ••••••••• 1 6Soo •••••••• 2 
~ oo ••••••••• 2 7500 •••••••• 2 
~aoo ••••••••• 2 undesignated 4 
ooo ••••••••• s 5200 ••••••••• 1 
S4oo ••••••••• 1 Tetal •• 33 
55oo ••••••••• 2 
The mean aTerage aeeeptable starting salary is $5562., 
although the aost frequently aentioned salary was $Sooo., ot 
whiah there were fiTe eases, fellewed by $6000., of which 
there were four eases. Annual salaries of ~500., ~Boo., 
$SSoo., $65oo., and $7500. were aentioned twice eaoh, while 
8lllounts or $3600., $3800., $q.ooo., $q.300., $44oo., $5200., 
$5400., $56oo., $58oo., and $6300. were eaeh aentioned onoe. 
None of the graduates who aspire to positions in 
Personnel and Guidance expressed a willingne•• to aoeept a 
reduetion in pa7 in order to obtain work in the field, 
although one respondant said he would aeeept a position 
paying the same utOunt he was then eaz-ning. 
• 
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That the graduates are asking Tor such high initial 
salaries for pesitions in Personnel and Guidance implies 
that they are currently earning high salaries in their 
present oeeupations. Other reasons which may be encouraging 
the graduates to ask f0r higher salaries in Personnel and 
Guidance are: 
1. Many of the graduates are employed in teaching, 
a position that generally pays less than.most 
of the Personnel and Guidance jobs; therefore, 
they expeet to earn aore when employed in 
Personnel and Guidance. 
2. As Table ~ will show, the majority {81.6%) 
of the graduates are generally moderately 
satisfied with their present position; therefore, 
taey are not willing to change to Personnel and 
Guidanee unle~s by doing so they would increase 
their annual income. 
Table ~. Job Satistaetion of Graduates 
s e 
with present 
Position 
1 
12 
Non-comm.ital 
8 
Total 
109 
Although most ot the graduates expressed general satis-
faction with their present positien, twelve, or 11%, were 
dissatisfied, and eight were non-eommital. Table 15 
indicates the taetors which are responsible for this 
dissatisfaction. 
Table 15. 
Reason 
(1) 
Reasons for Dissatisfaction with Present 
Position 
Times. 
Mentioned 
(2) 
Salary too low••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 2 
Too :ma.n.y extra duties··................... 2 
No opportunity to enter Pera. & Guid..... 2 
Ho opportunity for adYanoeaent........... 1 
Too ~ students, inadequate taeilities. 1 
No interest in type of work.............. 1 
Commuting diatanee too great............. 1 
Non-eomaital............................. 2 
Total....... 12 
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The three •ost common reasons tor dissatisfaction were 
low sala~; too many extra duties, and lack of opportunity 
to adYanee into a Personnel aad Guidance position. Other 
reasons mentioned were: too many students and inadequate 
facilities, lack of interest in work perfo~ed, and 
c~ting distance. Two of ~ke graduates gave no reason 
for their dissatisfaction. 
Why graduates had not entered Personnel and Guidanoe.--
The graduates who were not a.ployed in Personnel and 
Guidance were asked why they bad net entered the field. 
Table 16 lists their responses to this question. 
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Table 16. Reasons for not Entering Personnel and Guidanee 
Reason 
{l} 
No job available in desired loeation •••••••••••••• 
Better position in another field •••••••••••••••••• 
Salary too low •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Family responsibilities ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Not interested in Personnel and Guidance •••••••••• 
Entered adTaneed degree program ••••••••••••••••••• 
Waated teaching experience first •••••••••••••••••• 
Wanted Personnel and Guidanee trainiBg as tea.ehing 
aid onl7 •••••••••••••..•••••••. • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Marriage ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••• 
No Personnel and Guidaaoe 1n sehcol systa. •••••••• 
No suitable position a.Tailable ••••••••••••••••••• ., 
No position a.Tailable in Personnel and Guidance ••• 
Felt teaching •ore important •••••••••••••••••••••• 
Total ••••••• 
Tilles . ' 
!Mentioned 
_{2J 
26 
17 
7 
~ 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
75 
T.b.e most frequently 11.entioned reason ( 26 times) tor not 
entering tae field was the laek of a position in the desired 
loeation. Seventeen of the graduates spurned Personnel and 
Guidanee to aeeept what the~ conaidered to be better positions 
in other fields. Seven each of the graduates thought that 
starting salaries were too low, or had family responsibilities 
which prohibited their entraaee into the field. Five had no 
interest in Personnel and Gu1danee. Two eaoh gave entrance 
into an advanced degree program, desire for teaching experi-
ence, marriage, lack of a Personnel and Guidance program in 
their school sys~m, and interest in Personnel and Guidanee 
a• a teaching aid 0nly aatheir reason fo~ not entering the 
tteld.. Tile remaining three had not entered the field 
either because. there were no suitable openings available, 
there were no pesitions aTailable at all, or teaching was 
thought to be more ~portant. 
6o 
Present and Ultimate expected salaries or those eaplozed 
in Personnel and Guidance.~- The graduates eaployed in 
Personnel and Guidance were asked to specify the annual 
income provided by tmeir present position, and the maximua 
amount they expeeted to receive while amployed in that 
apaeit,-. These amounts are shown in Table 17 along with 
the number of tt.es eaeh was mentioned as a present or 
max~ expected salary. 
Table 17. Present and Maxt.um Expected 
Salariaa of Graduates Emploted in 
Personnel and Guidance 
Alaount 
{1) 
$)750 •••••• 
4000 •••••• 
Ji-2So •••••• 
li-300 •••••• li-5oo •••••• 
4.700 •••••• 
4750 •••• e I 5ooo •••••• 
.5loo •••••• 5250 •••••• 
51+76 •••••• 55oo •••••• 6ooo •••••• 
Number 
~rni:mg Amount 
at Present 
1 
2 
3 
1 
2 
1 
2 
14. 
2 
5 
1 
7 
0 
(eoneluded oa aext page) 
Number 
Expeeting 
Amount as 
Maxi-.ua 
13J 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
3 
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Table 17. (eoneluded) 
lluaber Numbe.r 
.A:meun.t !Earning Amount Expeeting 
at Present Aaount as 
Kaxbm:a (lJ l2J l3 J 
$6lt:5o •••••• 0 1 
65oo •••••• 0 2 
68oo •••••• 0 1 
1000 ••••• 0 3 
7400 ••••• 1 0 
7500 ••••• 4 0 1 
sooo~ ••••• 4 0 6 
9000 ••••• 4 0 1 
9800 •••••. 0 1 
Unspeeitied 2 15 
Tetal4 34 34 
Sinee so tew or the graduates mentioned the maxfaua 
salary they expeeted to earn in their present position, it 
would be meaaingless to sompute the arithmetic mean et so 
small a saaple. HoweTer, only twe of the respondants tailed 
to give their present salary; therefore, the mean or this 
group or rigures was deter.ained, and found to be approxi-
mately ~994., wh1eh is considerably less than the $5562. 
that the graduates not employed in Personnel and Guidance 
mentioned as the minimum aTerage salary that would be 
aeeeptable to them. The m.inimuJa average salary aeeeptable 
to graduates not employed in Personnel and Guidance, but 
whe would consider entering the field, is approxfaately 
the same as the aede ($55oo.) of the salaries that graduates 
in Personnel and Guidance are currently earning. It would 
appear tken that the salaries expected by the graduates who 
would fOnsider entering Personnel and Guidanee are in line 
with the average amount paid to most of the graduates 
employed in the field. 
The saallest amcunt earned by any of the graduates 
employed in Personnel and Guidance is $3750., the largest 
amount is $7400. 'l'he greatest nlDl.ber of graduates in the 
field are paid between $5250. and $5500. Expected maximua 
salaries rang~ tram a low of $6ooo. to a high ot $9800., 
w'ith $8000. as the mode, or amount that most of the graduates 
employed in Personnel aad Guidanee expect to earn in their 
present positions. 
Q!.a.nf;es graduates wiil!f .to :make within the field.-- The 
thirt7-four graduates e~loyed in Personnel and Guidanoe 
were asked if they would be interested in changing their 
position. Table 18 shows the distribution of responses to 
this quest.i.on. 
Table 18. Personnel and Guidance Graduates 
Satisfied with Present Position 
and These Wishing to Change 
17 17 34 
Although seventeen, or 50~, of the graduates ekployed 
I.;_.;' 11, 
6Q. 
in Pe:rsonnel and Guidance would consider changing positiozJ', 
none wanted to le~Te the field itself. 
Table 19 indieates the positions t•e•e graduates now 
hold, and the positions they are interested in. 
Table 19. Guid~oe Positions Cur:rently Held by 
Those who Wish to Change, and Positions 
They Wish to Attain 
- Number N'ulllber 
Position Holding Desiring 
Position Position {l) l2J {3J 
Guide.noe eoUBselor ••••••• 6 5 
Tee.eher counselor •••••••• 9 1 
Guidance teaeh.er ••••••••• 1 0 
Voeetienal Ed. eounaelor. l 0 
JuTenile Adjust. eounalo:r 0 1 
Director ot Guida•••••••• 0 7 
P:rofesso:r of Guidanee •••• 
(eollege) ••••••••••• 0 1 
Unspeoified •••••••••••••• 0 2 
Total •••••• 17 17 
Nine, or 90~, or the ten gPaduates eaployed as teacher-
counselors wish to change their position. In addition, there 
are six oounail.ors, one guidance teacher, and one vocational 
education eounselor who are alao inte:rested in making a 
change ill jobs. 
The positions desired by thoae who were interested in 
making a change were guidaDee director, or whitth there were 
seTen eases; guidance counselor, of which there were five 
eases; and teacher counselor, juTenile adjustment counselor, 
f. 
and professor of guidance at the college leTel, of which 
taere was one ease eaeh. 
Increased income.-- The graduates were asked if they 
reeeiTed an increase in income as a result of receiTing 
their maste:rs degree. As indieated in Table 20, sixty-four, 
or 59~, of tll,e ~aduates Pnswered this question in th.e 
a.tfiraatiTe, while thi:rtt-tour, or 31~, answered negat1Tely. 
- . 
EleTeu, or 10~, of the graduates gaTe no answer. 
Table 20. Pay Increase as a Result of 
Earning the Masters·Degree 
Result IN'l'DIIner Pereent 
{0) 11) J2J 
R~ceiTed iD.erease •• 64- 59 
Did not Receive 
increase •••••• 34 31 
Unspeei.tied •••••••• 11 10 
Total •••. 109 100 
'!'he a.oun.t of increase recei~ed is sll.own in Table 21. 
Table 21. Amount of Increase BeeeiTed by the Graduates 
All.oYAt . HMea Ment 1eaed . .... Tiaes Mentioned 
ll) {2} 
$so....... 1 75....... 1 
·~~~·~ ·100..... •• 9 
··~~~ 'tr!O 1 
. . ~;I ••••••• 
......... ,4 I 
t aoo...... 33 ?go...... 1 
300...... 9 
soo...... 2 
(concluded on neat page) 
ft\1.& 21. {concluded) 
t :aoo •••••••• 
~ ....... . 
"1600 ••• ....... 
1 
1 
2 
$1700 ••••• 
2000 •••• 
1 
1 
Total... 6~ 
66 
A~though the graduates were not asked whether their 
1~ereases were in the re~ or ~ incraaent, or the result of 
obtaining a higher paying poait1oB, it seaas reasonable to 
assuae that both occurred. The smallest amount reeeiTed was 
fifty dollars per annum, the largest, two thousand. It 
. 
appears that same ot these iaereases were in the form or 
1nere•ents while others, beeause of the large ~ounta 
inTolYed, probably ean be attPib•ted to the fact that many 
of the graduates obtained better payiag positions as a 
result et earning a masters degree. 
The .ajerity (thirty-three) of the graduates receiving 
increases said the aaount they receiTed was two hundred 
dollars. Increases of $100. and $300. were mentioned b7 
nine graduates eaeh, while two eaeh received $500. and 
$1000. S\.uu;:: ranging tNJJ~ $50. te $2000 were reeeiTed by 
-
one ea•h of the remaining respondants. 
Obtaining first and present job.-- The graduates 
.I 
acquired their first and present jobs through a great variety 
of sourees. Table 22, which giTes the agencies, eontaets, 
and methods by which the graduates obtained these jobs, 
indicates that twenty-two different sources were used. 
Table 22. Methods of Obtaining First and Present Job 
Null.ber._ ot Cas;es 
'Method f4':irst Present 
Job Job 
Letter of app1ieation....................... 21 
Boston University Placement ••••••••••••••••• 15 
'Friends...................................... 15 
Private agency ••• ~•••••••••••••••••••••••••• 9 
Faculty member ••••••••• ~•••••••••••••••••••• 9 
?Pe~ious a.ployer........................... 3 
Newspaper advertisement..................... 3 
u.s. Employ..ent Service..................... 2 
Relatives••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 2 
Personal application........................ 2 
Boston Teaehers Cel1ege Plaeeae~t........... 2 
Departm,at. of Edueation•••••••••••••t••••••• 2 
u.s. ~•rtaent of Overseas Edueatior······· 2 
A.P.G.A. Placement.......................... 1 
University of Rhode Island Placa.ent........ 1 
Civil Service exam.......................... 1 
As a result ot field work••••••••••••••••••• 1 
Brown University Placeaent.................. 1 
Tarougb. veluntary serviee................... 1 
University ot Massachusetts Placeaent....... 1 
M.S.W.A, Placement•••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 
Requested by sehool systaa.................. 0 
Unspecified••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 14 
16 
10 
22 
9 
9 
1 
1 
1 
1 
3 
1 
2 
0 
0 
1 
2 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
2 
28 
Total ••••••••••••• 109 109 
Letters ot application figured quite prominently as the 
means by whieh twenty-one et \he graduates acquired their 
first job, and sixteen taeir present job. University 
plaeaaent serviees plaeed twenty of the graduates on their 
first job, but only twelve on their present job. The 
-" 
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majorit7 ( twent7-five) of the graduates who obtained their 
first or present job through a university place.ment agency 
named Boston University Plaeaaent Service as the agency 
whieh had plaeed thea. ~iends of the graduates were respon-
sible for getting fifteen of them their first job, and twenty-
two of thea their present job. With the exception ot 
university p~acameat serviees, WhiCh the graduates used with 
diminis~ed frequency in obtaining their present job, and 
friends, which they used with increased frequeney, the sourees 
used in aequiring first and present jobs are essentially the 
same. 
3. OUrrieulum Evaluation Data 
The fourth and final seetion of the questionnaire is 
devoted to one or the aajor purposes of the study, i.e. to 
ascertain the relative value et certain courses, as well as 
methods tor training Personnel and Guidance m.ajors. The 
first question in this section of the questionnaire asked 
the gra4Pates whidh plan they would advoeate as a requisite 
tor all Personnel and G1J,idanee students who wish to tultill 
their degree requirements. The alternatives were: 
Option 1. Take ;iii~rtT semester hours, a thesis 
seminar, and write a ·~t'hea1a_p 
Option 2. Take tht~y-aix seaester hours, a thesis 
seminar, and write a :minor paper. 
Option 3. Take thirty-six saaester hours, a course 
in Educational Researoh, but omit the 
.. f' thesis s emi:aar. 
Option 4. HaTe a ehoiee ot Option 1, or Option 2) 
as it is now. 
Optioa 5. Have a ehoiee ot Option 1, or Option 3. 
In answering this question some ot the graduates 
cheeked more than one or the tive possible alternative~. 
Thus, the total number or reponses exeeeds the total number 
ot respondants. The reeommendations ot the graduates are 
given in Table 23. 
Table 23. Evaluation or Minimum Requisite Plans 
Proposed Requisites 
(l) 
Take tBirty semester hours 1 a thesis 
seminar, and write a thesis •••••••• 
Take th1rt;r~111x semester houra, a 
thesis se.llinar, and write a minor 
paper•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Take thirt7-six semester hours, a 
eirse in Edueatioma1 Researoh, but 
omit the thesis seminar •••••••••••• 
Have a ehoiee ot No. 1 or No. 2, as 
it is now•••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Have a ahoice or No. 1 or No. 3 ••••••• 
IR~e01111.eaded Opposed 
_12_1 (3} 
30 
27 
45 
33 
13 
13 
11 
11 
By a detiDite majority or torty-tiTe in favor, and 
eleven against, that graduates have ehosea Option 4 which is 
the eurrent require.aant option at the School or Edueation. 
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The least popular requisite for all students was the option 
that would require all PersonRel and Guidanee degree candi-
dates to take aa Edueational Research course, but not a 
thesis -e.ainar, and ceaplete thirty-six hours before they 
would be eligible for a degree. Twenty-four of the graduates 
were for this plan, while thirteen were against it. In order 
ot their approTal by the graduates the remaining options are 
ranked as fellows: 
a. Option fiTe was second with thirty-three graduates 
in faTor of it, and eleTen opposed. 
b. Option one was third with thirty in faTor, and 
fourteen opposed. 
e. Option two was fourth with twenty-seTen in favor 
of it, and thirteen opposed. 
ExelusiTe of the options that appeared in the question-
naire, several graduates suggested different requistes for 
all Personnel and Guidance degree candidates. The suggested 
options were •entioned onee ea•h and are as follows: 
1. Take thirty-six hours, plus a eourse in EducRtional 
Reaeareh, and a miaor paper. 
2. Instead of the options giTen in the questionnaire 
kava supervised praetiee in testing, interviewing, 
and part-ti•e work in an operating guidanee center. 
3. Take thirty-six saaester hours, and write a thesis. 
Curiously enough, option three, which does not require 
students to write aDJ kind ot research paper, was the option 
least fllequently chosen~ b)7 the~ graduat.es. This indica'tes 
that the ma-jority Q:f gradUates· consider a. research paper an 
essential part of the masters· degree program in Personnel and 
Qui-dance .. 
Gradpte-'s· eya.Jpat11pp <-courses· in the gurriculum~-
The: graduates were, asked to categorize the courses· in the- cur-
ricu1tmr according to whether- they thought them c::>f' most- v8.llue, 
somewha-t of val.ue, of doubt:f'tl:l. va>l.ue--, or of no value to a per-
son emlfJleyeu' in Personnel and Guidance. Tabl.e 24- gives the 
results of the- graduate's. evaluation. Accordin~ ta the grad-
uates, the eight cours~rs- rated :fn order of their frequencyr as: 
be-ing Q£· nwst: value were:. P§xchologica:J. Tes-ts in Guidance, 
Cpunselfng MetijC!lds, CUe' Studies in Gui4ance, Tecllmiges· o:r· 
C.Qllllseling, T.ecllni;gue-s: o.t -the Intmryig, Mgs.wement of Inte1-
J.igenee, Mv~ced g;wchm:uet;ic;s., and Educat.iona;l Measurements:. 
The eight coursas most frequently ment:ioned as: being somewhat-
of' value were-~ Edugmt:iiona]; :gtJxch:pl.qgy, Student Personnel Ser'-
yjjqes: ih mi.gner- E4uca:tion, bthads m ECJ.uca:t+onaJ. Resea;rch, 
Guidanc:! in tlie Ele;ent'M'Y SChqql., Occumt:ton§l Intwmation, 
Sgtng ±n Guidange~ iin _ ybe- mem,eptarr SchooJ.~ Principal.s; o:r· 
Pl.a.cemen.t-,. and VocatfonalL Planning and Adjustment. The eight-
c-ourses that were considered to be of doubtful vaiu~ were:!' 
PersC!lmlel Services in Residence Hails, Health .Guidance in 
Schoqls·, Speecch cwregt;sn MetliwQS·, Regding and. Stttd:yr in the 
Secondary School., .G'uidanca fer Famil.y Living, Student. Act:tv-
itig 1h the; s-ec;qruia;v- Schgol., Ptincipaigs; of fl.asement, and 
f'--
Tab].e 24. Curriculum Evaluat1..on 
CEJ 
Advanced· Psychometrics .............. . 
Couns-elihg- Metli:oos-,. .... • ............. . 
Educa~al Measurements .............. .. 
Educa1tl:onai Psycliolo.gy .............. . 
Field Wark ih Pe:-s. and Guid ..... .. 
Guidance for Family·Li~g ........ . 
G'Uidance· in E~em ... S~b.oQl$ ••• ., • •·•·• 
Ifeaith GUidance· in School.s· •. -. ••••• 
Case: Studi'es· :iln Cliil.d Adjust. •••·• 
Cue; Studi.es· m Gu:I:dance •.•.•••.•.••.• 
Measurement of Intelligence-. ••••.• 
MetltQds :ih Ed. Research ........... . 
Occupational Inf orma;t:fon ........... . 
P'ers. Servfce- ih Residence Efalls~. 
Princ:tpa;l.B' of Guidance-. ........... . 
Principals· of Placement •.•. .,.,. ••••• 
Prmci'pals- of Psychodjjagnosis; •••• 
Prt11bs. of Adjust •. in Kane 8e: Fam ... 
Probs. in Org. and Adm:tn .. of' Gtd.dj. 
Peyc~~ Tests :f1n .GUidance .......... ~ 
P'Syctiosomatics :iin Education ......... ~
Reauihg· and Study- :tin Seendy-. Seh. 
Sem:f:na-r :tn C<lilUil.se1ing PSych ....... . 
Seminar :lin GUid. in Elem. SeltilOJ.. 
S'em±lnarr· in Guid. and Personnel ••• 
Speech·CCDrreetim MethodS' •••• _ .. 
Student Pers. Serv. in lfigher Ed. 
Student Aetbities ih Seendy--• Seh. 
T'e:chrdique.tt of Counsel1ng .......... ~ 
Technique~ of the Iht~i~ ...... , 
Vocational Plan. and Adjust;. •••• • 
The' CGU."e Course with Group ! 
MO$t Same Doubtful NEJ' 
Value Value Valu~ Value 
( 2) ( ~] (~1 ( l)) 
2 
tr 
4 ,. 
5 
17 
7 
27 
2 
1 
ll 
8' 
2!T 
7 14 
7 
10 
l. 5: 
23 
6 
li 
7 
2+· 
13 
:t7 
3 
7i 
3 
1 
1 
3 
,. 
4 
6 
~ 
9 
2' 
3 
q. 
3 
3 
1 
1 
3 
2 
~ 
7 
2 
2 
2 
Gm:Jidance: and Materials-., •••• ~ 3l. 8 2 
I 
I 
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8tuden1t pt;rsqyu~l Serv~Ce§ W: E1jgher- Education• Eight· ar the 
crour:se~r tha1:t wefe, mentioned as~ being o:f no value: were:- Pers:9PDA1 
Sery;tcgs· in Res:lldenQi' lf'V 1 s·, Ifeaith Gllddanqe in Schools, Student· 
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P'emronn;J; S'ervices in- Higher EdUC§Jt:ion,. Problems of'. Adjustment 
in lfgne· ansi Family,. Qccupational. Infti!rma;t£an, Gu:fdance in the 
pemenmrv· S.c;hpql.;, and Guidlmc;e:, fgr. Family. Living. 
Wfth the exception of those· courses· mentioned :nms't often 
\ 
m the' fi'rst, or "most vaJLuabJie;tt category, several. of the· 
courses~ listed' above-· were atnong the top: eight :fn more· than 
ane categ0l"y7. The most significant re-occurrance wa;s· among-
the· top eight: course-s: :fin thee third and fQU.I"th, or- "doubtfUl n 
and •tn~~ val.uett- categories-. Five courses· tha1t appeaTed in the 
former categsry a;lso appeared :lin the latter.. They:·· were:-
Gu±danc§ tw Familw Living, Efeal.th GUidance in Schools, 
PepOJjll}ei s;erv;L1tes~ in Res1lCJ.enc;e· lfa;lls, Student Per-sonne1 
ServiCes in WJrgW Educatii.an, and Student AcUvitie:s in the 
Secondary; Scho:ol~ Several. course-s: which were· among the 
fir"St: eight :fn f"requency- ih the: ttsom~.t~ cff va:Iue11 ca:·"ltegory-
were al.s'Ql among- tlie; top. eight :tn the- "no va:Iuett category •. 
They were:::: fJ:)lld:dance: m the~ Eiementa;r:vz School, Occupa;tiona]. 
Infwma:ti.m,. S.tgdent;: Pers:onne]. Scyices :tn tigb.e;: E:duca:ti·on_. 
The· courses; Prihc.iples of; P1acement., and Student· Yers:onnel 
Seviic:e-s.: :iin Eiigher· Educat:tan ar~ a1SID among the top- eight :fu1 
the' "somewtia1t of va-lue", and~ ttdOtlbtfnl valuertc categories. 
EyaJluatian at:. non~urricu.-l!lp' cours:es-.-- The graduates 
were· a·slted to evaluate certain courses· which are included 
in the lists- of" professional requirement's for- certification 
o£. Personnel and G'Ud.danee workers· :iin some states· but~ weTe 
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_.. a pat1f;ot'"tl!le OIIJirieu&• between 195lf. and 1956. Tlae grad-
uates were informed that these eourses were tentatively 
planned tor inclusion in the Personnel and Guidance currieula. 
Table 25 gives the eeurses under consideration and the 
graduate's evaluatiQn or thea. 
Table 25. Evaluation of non-Curricular Courses ~"' 
Most Some Doubtful No 
Course Value Value Value Value 
~(lJ ' (2) (3) ' U!.J (2_1 
Abnormal Psyeholofi•••••••••••••• ~3 ~3 tt 1 Adolescent and Chi 4 Psychology •• 4~ Applied Psyehol•!t••••••••••••••• 35 11 1 
Ola-rioulllll Pla1lhing •••••••••••••• 27 ~ 22 fr Eleaents ot Statist1oa ••••••••••• ~~ 16 Introduetory Psychology •••••••••• ~6 12 4 Introduetory Soeiologr ••••••••••• 32 17 3 
Industrial and Laber Relatioaa ••• 17 49 12 2 
Labor Problems ••••••••••••••••••• 10 29 ij.2 4 ~ws Relating to the Employmeat 
16 38 34 5 of children ••••••••••••••• 
Mental Hygien••••••••••••••••••••· 53 31 3~ 3 Prineipl&s of Eeono.mies •••••••••• 1 30 11 
Psychology ot Personality •••••••• ~ 21 5 The Exceptional Child •••••••••••• 4~ 8 3 Techniques in Group Guidance ••••• 3 1 
OR17 those courses which were mmong tke first fiTe in 
frequency tor eaea of the tour categories ot eTaluation will 
be discussed herein. Qturses that the graduates thought 
would be most valuable in improving the curriculum were 
Pszchologr ef Personalitr, Adolescent and qhild Psychologx, 
Techniques in Group Guidance, Abnoml Psychology, and 
The Exceptional Ohild. Cou~ses they thought would be some-
what or value were Elements of Statistics, which was also 
considered to be of no value by tour of the graduates, 
Industrial and Labor Relations, Techniguts in G~oup Guidance, 
Introducton Sociolo&T, and Abnoll'a&l Ps:reholog:r. Techniques 
in G~oup Guidance and Abnormal Psyeholog:r were also considered 
to be Q~.-~;@t _falue by .fitty .. six, and fit1;y ... three of 'trhe 
graduate•. respectively. The courses tabor Problems, fr.!n-
•iples of.EegnGmtcs, Laws Relating to th~ Employment of 
I . 
Children. Ipdustrial and Labor Relations1 . and Curriculum 
Pl~nnipg were thought to be ef doubtful value in the 
Personnel ,$-nd Guidance curriculum. The· t.1~st three co"'-~ses 
mention, •. d 1tl 'the latter catego17 are alSQ among the top 
five in frequency in the "no value" category. The two 
re:maining,«;ourses in that eatego17' are Ip.troductorz Psrchologr 
and Elellent.l. of Statistics. 
It 1s not surprising to f1rid that the majority of the 
courses 11ost .frequently mentioned as being Qf "doubtful" or 
"no valuen in imp~oving the curriculum. a~e the courses that 
deal with labor and industry, and the~efo~e would have little 
o~ no p~aetieal Talue to the graduates sampled in this study. 
T.ne reason tor this is that the majority of the graduates 
a~e e-mployed in education where the need for a kanwledge of 
labor relations, labor law$ or economics is seldom evoked. 
In,eva1uat1ng courses in the curriculum, and courses 
1'1 
considered for the curriculum- the graduates are generally 
in agreement on the subject or what courses are of most 
value. However, when discriminating between courses on 
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the basis of whether they are of "some value", "doubtful 
Talue," or "no Talue" to the curriculum they dif'ter markedly 
in their choice. Since their evaluation is based on expe-
l!eDce in, or knowledge of', the courses listed in the 
questionnaire, it is easy to see how f'aetors such as course 
in.truetion, knowledge the student brings to the course, and 
the immediate worth or the course to the student may haTe 
influenced some or the graduates to rate a eourse favorably 
while others rated it poorly. 
Additional reeomgended courses.-- The graduates were 
asked to submit the titles of' other courses that they 
believed would improve the curri•ulum. Table 26 lists the 
eourses by title and the Bamber of times each was mentioned. 
Table 26. Additional Reeommended Courses 
Course 
1 
Group Therapy••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Core Course in Psychology and Measurements 
Seminar in Human Relations •••••••••••••• 
Projeet1Te Teebniques ••••••••••••••••••• 
Fundaaentals or Statisties •••••••••••••• 
Raaedial Reading•••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Greup Guidanee {without eere course) •••• 
Principles or Human Relationa ••••••••••• 
Guidance in the Junior Higb School •••••• 
(concluded on next page) 
5 
5 
3 
3 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
~able 26. (concluded) 
Courae 
ll) 
Empley.aent Counseling ••••••••••••••••••• 
Counseling with Bandioapped Children •••• 
Seminar in Mental Health •••••••••••••••• 
Phil.,aa~:phy ~nd Theology ••••••••••••••••• 
Roll.• and Family Adjustment •••••••••••••• 
Normal Psyohology •• ~···················• Pl"S.ctloum in Counseling ••••••••••••••••• 
Prae•l•um in Test Administration •• ~ ••••• 
Curric~um Building for the Slow 
' .. : ~a:rn.er" ••••••••••• • • • • • • • • • • .•. • • • • • • 
Causes and CoPreetions ot Juvenile.· . 
t>elinquaney ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Gene~l Sociology ••••••••••••••••••••••• 
General Anthropolog. •••••••••••••• ~ ••••• 
Case .. Studies ef Noraal Adolescents •••••• 
Publio· Speaking ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
.o,o~~reJi.l:flt.e Leade~ship • •••••••••••••••••• 
'l'h.e Individual Child • as given in 1937. 
Se.ain~r in Keaaurement•••••••••••••••••• 
Ret!raaent Counseling••••••••••••••••••• 
OTerv!ew or·soe1al Work Field ••••••••••• 
Coun8$1!ng with Parents ••••••••••••••••• 
ClassroOm Gliida.nee •••••••••••••••••••••• 
Ele..ent•rr School ·o.unseling •••••••••••• 
;~. " 
Total •••••••••• 
. ,. 
~ime.a. · 
~entioned 
(2} 
l 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
45 
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FiTe eaeh of the graduate• thought .that a course in 
Group Thera:gx and a Core , Course in Psyehologx and Measure-
ments would improve the curriculum. Three ea.eh thought that 
adding a course in Projeetiye Techniques and a Seminar in 
H\llllan Rela.tions would constitute an improvement. Funda-
mentals et Statistics and Reaedial Reading were mentioned 
twice eaehas courses that could be added for curriculum 
7'1 
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improvement. The remaining courses were recommended once 
eaeh by the graduates. They are Group Guidance {without the 
eore course), Principles ot Human Relations, Guidance in the 
Junior H~gh, School, Employment Counseling, Counsel!~ wit& 
Ha.ndi<HI.£P'4 Ch1ldren, Seminar on llental0 l!.ealth, Philosophy 
and Theclogz, Home and Fwaily Adjust~ent. Praetieum in 
Counseling~~· .Practieum in Test Adm.inistration,Ourrioulum 
Build!J!.s, tor. the Slow J-earner, .• Causes and Correction Qt 
Juvenile Delinquenez, General Sociology, General Antbro-
pPlegz, Case Studies ot Norw.al Adolescents, Public Speaking, 
Conference Leadership, The Individual Child (as given in 
1937), Seminar in Measurements, Retirement Counseling, Q!!£-
view ot the Social Work Field, Counseling Parents, Class-
room Guidance, and Elementary School Counseling. 
It is encouraging to note that the recommentations or 
the graduates haTe, in many cases, been anticipe.ted to the 
extent that many of the courses aentioned in the above 
paragraph have already been added to the curriculum. 
Betweem 1954 and 1956 some of the courses that have 
been recommended by the graduates for improvement of the 
curriculum were offered by other sehools throughout the 
university. There are several teasible explanations for 
the respondants not taking, or knowing of, these courses. 
The,- are: 
1. The courses eeuld not be eredited toward a 
.~ masters degree in P~rsonnel and Guidance. 
2. The courses were offered at an inconvenient 
time tor students who were studying part-time. 
3. The graduates failed to read the catalogues of 
other schools in the university and, therefore, 
were unaware that the courses were offered. 
~. The course prerequisites disqualified graduates 
who would like to have taken the courses. 
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Evaluation of inatruction.-- In addition to evaluating 
the courses in the curriculum, the graduates were asked to 
evaluate the quality ot the instruction in these courses. 
' Table 27 illustrates five possible levels of instruction 
quality, and the number and percentage of graduates who 
rated the instruction on each level. 
Table 27. Evaluation of Instruetion 
Times Percentage 
LeYel Mentioned ot Grou"D 
{1) (2) (3) 
Excellent •••••••••• 31 28.% 
Good ••••••••••••••• 50 45. 
Fair ••••••••••••••• 24 22.0 
Poor ••••••••••••••• 3 2.6 
Very Poor •••••••••• 1 1.0 
' 
Total ••••• 109 100.9 
A majority of fifty, or 45.8~, of the graduates 
considered the instruction to be good; thirty-one, or 28.4~. 
-~ 
.. 
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thought it was excellent; twenty-tour, or 22 ~. rated it as 
only fair; three, or 2.6~, were or the opinion that it was 
poor; and one, or 1~, thought it very poor. 
Metheds of £eproving the Personnel and Guidance progrge.--
The graduates were asked which or the three following 
suggested measures for improving the Personnel and Guidance 
program they would recommend. 
1. More extensive use of field trips in some courses. 
2. Greater use of the praetieum for credit. 
3. Reduce the size of classes. 
The majority of graduates were in favor of putting all 
ot the suggested measures into operation; however, as Table 
28 indicates, the margin of faTor was greater in some cases 
than in others. 
Table 28. Evaluation ot Methods for Improving the Curriculum 
Increase the use of field 
trips in some courses •••••• 63 58 32 29 
Greater use ot the praetieum 
66 for credit ••••••••••••••••• 72 12 11 
Reduce the size of classes •••• 92 84 13 12 
In the epinien of the graduates, reducing the size ot 
classes is the most important ot the suggested measures for 
im~ement ot the Personnel and Guidance program. Ninety-two, 
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or 84~, of the graduates advoeated this measure while thi~-
teen, or 12~,were opposed to it. Seventy-two, or 66~, of the 
graduates would reeammend the use of the praotioum for credit, 
while twelve, or 11~, would not. Although increasing the 
use of field 'trips in certain courses ranked third in 
taportance among the suggested measures for fmproTement, it 
was still recommended by more than halt (sixty-three, or 
58~) of the respondants. 
Additional suggestions.-- In closing, the questionnaire 
requested that the graduates submit any suggestions which, 
if utilized, they believed would improve the Personnel and 
Guidance progr~ at Boston University's School of Education. 
The responses to this request were numerous and covered a 
wide range of subjects. Sixby-nine, or 63~, of the graduates 
provided a total of forty-five different suggestions. A list 
of these suggestions and tke number of graduates who mentioned 
each is shown in Table 29. 
Table 29. Additional SUggestions 
s 
Have superTised field work in guidance •• 
Increase instruction in psjeholcg7 •••••• 
Provide more opportunity to consult with 
advisors ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Increase the use of guest lecturers ••••• 
Screen degree applieants •ore carefully. 
'Give more attention to counseling in 
industry and social welfare •••••••••• 
(concluded on next page) 
7 
5 
' 3 
3 
Table 29. {concluded) 
ProTide more help fn finding graduate's 
positions............................ 3 
Place more emphasis on day to day 
counseling........................... 2 
Make greater use of audio-visual aids... 2 
Raise the calibre ot assignments 
submitted by students................. 2 
Make use of psychodrama................. 2 
Have the course in Educational Research 
a degree requisite................... 1 
Basic knowledge of psychology a degree 
requisite............................ l 
Increase part-t~e studeuts opportunitY' 
for supervised experience............ 1 
Make Remedial Reading a degree requisite 1 
Provide more competent professors....... l 
Increase supervised counseling courses.. 1 
Make a year of teaching a degree 
requisite............................ l 
Reduce committe work to a minimum.. • • • • • • 1 
Require professors to do more teaching.. 1 
Allow students to use seminar for thesis 1 
Provide a gene~al orientation to the 
role of guidance in the sehools...... 1 
Provide an ove~iew of counselor require 
menta is various states as an aid in 
program plann.ing ••••••••••••••••••••• 
Make greater use of' mimeographed supple-
mentar.,. material ••••••••••••••••••••• 
Require professors to correet assign-
ments they pass out ••••••••••••• ~ •••• 
Free professors from administrative 
duties so they can better prepare 
their eourses and lectures ••••.••••••• 
Have a more adequate psychological 
. ref'erenee libral"J" •••••••••••••••••••• 
Give students credit for courses they 
took as under~aduates ••••••••••••••• 
Have fewer required courses ••••••••••••• 
Reduce the sis& of' classes •••••••••••••• 
Reserve thesis writing as a requisite 
for the research-minded student •••••• 
Improve library facilities .for part-
time students •••••••••••••••••••••••• 
(concluded on next page) 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
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Table 29. (concluded) 
prepare 
their courses ••••••••••••••••• •·•. •·••. • • • • • • • •.• 1 
Provide more specific infor.mat!bn 1D courses..... 1 
Place more emphasis en counseling In ach.Qols..... 1 
Reduce repetition 1n courses that ar-e required.... 1 
Make use of- .ease method as practiced at Harvard... 1 
Prohibit the use of the take-home exam............ 1 
Less panel work and more teaching by pro:ressors. • • .1 
Encourage more student participation in classes... 1 
Pro:ressors should have ~ening office hours....... 1 
Increase emphasis on meanimg and purpose o:r thesis 
aside trim its val'ae in reducing course 
require.ments •••••••• ~•••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 
Total........ 69 
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The majerity of the suggestions were mentioned only 
once. No suggestion was mentioned by more than seven people. 
Suggestions-that appeared on more than one questionnaire 
were: make provisions for supervised field work in Pe~sonnel 
and Guidance, mentioned seven times; provide more instruc-
tion in psychology, and have advisors more accessible to 
their students, each mentioned five times; make greater use 
of guest lecturers, mentioned tour times; screen degree 
applicants more carefully and devote more attention to 
industrial and social welfare counseling, each mentioned 
three times; place more empha!ls on day by day counseling 
proble_., ~ke greater use of audio-visual aids, require 
students to submit more thoughtful and professional 
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prepared assignments, and utilize psychodrama as an aid in 
teaching, mentioned twice eaoh. 
The «mphasi~in the graduate's suggestions, is on 
~ield work. Apparently some of the graduates have recog-
nized the value of supplementing their theoretical "orienta-
tion with praetieal application. 
In addition to increasing the field work facilities, the 
graduates advise that measures be taken to provide a more 
thorough psychological orientation, to inerease advisors 
availability, to utilize guest speakers, to screen degree 
applicants more thoroughl71 and te expand upon those aspects 
of Personnel and Guidance which have been adep ted by 
industry and social welfare organizations. 
CJDPTER V 
SUMMARY CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 
A follow-up questionnaire wa:s sent to- 182 of the 
gradUates: who had earned the Master of Education degree 
fn personnel and guidance at-Boston University's School 
of Educa.ti<m between 195'4 and 195'6. The- questionnaire was 
sent to ;the- graduates· in order to elicit information re-
lative to: 
1.. The value of certain undergraduate majars in pre-
parinl students: t111r graduate training, and employ-
ment. i:n personnel and guidance. 
2. Their work experience and vocational goals. 
3. Their evaluation of the adequacy- of the personnel 
and- guidance program in PTeparing them for voca-
tional responsibilities in the field. 
4. Tha va2ue of certafn course~ as well as methods 
for training personnel and guidance majors. 
In addition, the questionnaire called upon the grad-
uates· to submit any suggestians which they- felt would con-
stitute an improvement of the program i"f put into effect. 
1. Summary- of Findings 
One hundred and nine, or a total of 59.8 percen~ of 
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the· one hundred and eighty two graduates who were sent 
questi'onnaires returned them. 
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The composit~on, by sex, of the 19~ to 1956 graduat-
ing classes in personnel and guidance were approximately 
equal. There was a slight preponderance of women over men, 
but the difference amounted to no more than eight persons. 
In general, from two to five years had elapsed between 
the tlme the respondents received their undergraduate degree, 
and the time they" received the:: . .Haater of Education d'egree. 
The minimum period of time. be,tween degree:s cited by any of 
the graduates. was one year, the maximum, thirty years. 
Respondents· with undergraduate degrees in psychology, 
history, English, and elementary education constitute a 
greater propartion (twenty, or sixty percent) of thos·e who 
have acquired positions in personnel and guidance; while a 
greater percentage of those who had majored 1h music, classics, 
English and history, languages, science·, history, . and psycho-
logy have obtained positions in the field. 
The majority' both numericaliy and percentagewise, 
of respondentS' who majored in psychology, elementa-ry educa-
tion,. English~ general education, and history were of the 
opinion that their traihing i;h these~ fields helped them fn 
graduate school. 
Fifty of the respondents thought that an undergraduate 
major, other than the one they earned their degree in, would 
/ 
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have helped them more in their personnel and guidance train-
mg., The pt"eferred undergraduate zlaj:0rs were;- psychology' 
which was- mentioned by:. 35' resp()Ildents;· seeial studies, which 
was- mentioned four times; education, lffiich was chosen thrice; 
S(!)ciology and psychalogy, which was chosen twice; liberal 
arts·, sociology, testa and meas:r1m1ents, educational admin-
istration, guidance and perstmnel, and English literature 
and composition, each of which were mentioned once. 
Ninety five, or ninety percent, of the graduates thought 
they woulld major in personnel and guidance if they were 
starting graduate school again;: while fourteen, or ten per 
cent, thought that they wouldn't'. Thirty one, or 32.7 per 
cent,. Qf the 95 graduates that would major in personnel and 
guidance again, are employed in the field. Eleven, or 78.5 
per cent of the 14 graduates· who mentioned that they would 
not major in persCDnnel and guidance again, are employed in 
other fields-. 
Forty one, or 37.6'per cent. of the graduates· consider-
ed their undergraduate degree training to be most helpi'ul to 
them in their present position; while 68 or 62•4 per c:ent con-
sidered their masters· degree training to be most helpful tcr 
them in their present position. Only· three, of,the 41 grad-
uates who considered their undergraduate training to be most 
helptful to them in their present position are employed in 
personnel and guidance.. Of this three, two were employed in 
the field before earning their master's· degree. Thirty one 
of the 68 graduates· who considered their mastersL· degree 
training t~ be most hel.pful to them ih their present po-
sit:fon, are employed in perSonnel and guidance. The re-
maining 3'7 felt that their personnel and guidance, train-
!ng was: most helpi"u] to them despite the fact that they 
are not employed in the field. 
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Thirty three, or 33.2 per cent,. of the graduates have 
entered some form of training since receiving their masters 
degree in personnel and guidance. The numerical distribu-
ti:on ~· the graduates, according to the type o:f training 
they have engaged in, is as follows:-: s:even have entered 
doctorate programs in education; seven have taken a summer 
workshop course; six have begun·Certfficate of Advanced Grad-
uate Specialization programs; two have completed some form 
of special preparatory course work; one each has· entered a 
doctor o:f philos·ophy program, an' evening school course, and 
a state university extension course. The remaining eight 
have taken any number of mfscellaneous, undesignated' courses. 
Thirty four, or 31.2 per cent, of the·l09 respondent5 
are empioyed in personnel and guidance; while the remaining 
75,. or 68.8 per cent, are employed in other fields. 
Wi"th the except:il.on of few, most of ther graduates' are, 
and have been, employed in sane capacity within the field 
of education. Bo.th initiaiJ.y, and at present, teaching has~ 
been the position that the majority:: at the graduates have 
held. Next, in order of the number Gf times· each was mention-
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edy- comes guidance counselor, director of guidance, tea-cher-
counselor·, and principal.. For brevity's sake, the remain-
ing positims,. which were held by one to two graduates each, 
wi!I not be included in this summary; but can be· seen on 
table 10. 
Thirty· three of the graduates, who are emp-loyed- in fields: 
other than personnel and guidance, expressed an interest in 
entering the· fie]d. The positions theTwere interested in 
obtaining are counselor, desired by 13 respconden ts; teacher• 
counselor, which four respo.ndents wanted; director of guid-
ance, which was- mentioned by three· respondents; and member 
of the-Ybuth Service Board, jUVenile adjustment counselor, 
guidance and law officer, and· rehabiiitation counselor, each 
of which was mentimned once. Eight of' the· respondents would 
be wiiiing to accept any position in personnel. and guidance. 
Those who were· interested in entering personnel and 
guidance specified the· minimum starting salary they tvauld 
consider acceptable.. The range o-r these acceptable start-
ing salaries was quite broad with a difference of' $3900 
between the lowest ($3600) and th& highes·t {#7500) amounts. 
The"'mean average o:r the salaries mentioned was· $5562, the 
mode, or salary most frequently mentioned was $5000. 
TWelLve,. or 11 per cent:, of the graduates· expressed· dis-
satisfaction with their present j"ob. The rea,sons for their 
dissatisfaction vary so. greatly that none was menti'oned more 
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than twice. The three reasons that were mentioned- more 
than once a-re: llow salary,. too many- extra duties-, and laek 
of an opportunity to: enter personnel and guidance. Other 
reas-ons given are;:· lack ~ acivancement OPJ7Qrtuni ties, too 
many students and inadequate facilities, lack of interest in 
work assignments, and cormnuting distance- too far. Two of the 
graduates who confessed dissatisfa-ction with their pre~ent 
positiOn failed to give the reasons for their dissatisf'action. 
The 75 graduates: who· were not employed ih personnel and 
guidance gave 13 reasons for not entering the field. The 
reast:m$ that were mentioned most frequently are: Iack .o:r a 
po-si ti'on in a· desirable locati'on, which was mentioned 26· times; 
and better···)positi:on obtained :fn another field, mentioned 17 
times. The remaining rea~ons, and· the frequency-of their 
occurence were:: salary- too low·, seven times·; family respon-
sibilities, seven times; no interest in personnel and guid-
ance, five times; entered advanced degree program, two times; 
wanted teaching expe-rience first, two times; wanted personnel 
and guidance training as- an aid :ful teaching · only, two times; 
marriage, two times;: no personnel and guidance in the school 
system, once; no suitable positiOn ava'ilable·, once; no position 
avaiiabl.e fn personnel and guidance, once; and thought teach-
ing more important, once. 
The graduates· who were emp.!oyed- in personnel and guidance 
at the t±me of this survey were asked to specify the present, 
_ f' and maximum expected, annual salaryc of the-ir position. The 
mean average salary' of these- graduates proved to be $4991+. 
The maximum amount earned by" any one graduate wa-s $7400, 
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the- minimum, $375'0. Most of the graduates emP'loyed in per-
sonnel and guidance earned between $5250 and $5500. The 
majority of them ultimately expect to earn a maximum of 
$8000 a year from their present.position.. The lowest max-
imum expected salary mentioned was- $6000, the- highest, $9800. 
Seventeen, or 50 per cent, or the graduates employed 
tn personnel and guidance wou!d be willing to change posi-
t:i5ons· if the right job became available. For seven of these 
graduates·, the right job would have to be director of guid-
ance; for five, guidance counselor would suffice; while one 
each w~uld be content with teacher-counselor, juvenile 
~djustment counsel~, and professor o~ guidance at the college 
level. Two: of the graduates who expressed an interest in ,.. 
change had no particular posi t:fen in mind. 
As a result of receiving their masters degree, 64, or 
5'9 per cent, of the graduates- real.ized a pay increase, while 
34, or 31 per cent did not. Increases ranged from a low or· 
$50, to a-, high of $2000. Two hundred dollars was the modal 
point with 3'3 gradua,tes· having received that amount-. Amounts 
of $100 and $300 were reported by nine graduates each; and 
$500 and -$1000 by two each. The remaining amounts, which 
range between $50, and $2000, were received by·one graduate 
each. 
In total, the graduates· reported 22-me~s bY' which they; 
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acquired their first or present job. The letter of applica-
tion figured most prominently as the instrument with which 
the graduates obtained their firs· job; however, it diminish-
somewhat as· a means for obtaining present jobs. Non-profit-
p:J.acement agencies,, whether they- were operated by Univer--
sities, professional, or government 6rgani:za-tions, '\vere 
used by the graduates more frequently in finding their first 
job, than their present jab. University, professional, and 
government~ placement. agencies placed twenty eight of the grad-
uates on their first job, but only fifteen on their present 
job.. On the other hand, the number of graduates p!aced by 
private agencies did not change fro.m the first to the pre$-
ent: job. Friends figured most prominently· as the means 
whicli· the graduates use-d to acquire their present- job.. In-
itially, friends were responsible for getting 15 of the grad-
uates their jobs. In obtaining their present job, however, 
22 of the graduates maintained that a friend had been instru-
mental ih having therh:diired •... Other means which were used 
approximately the same number of times in finding both first 
and present positi'ons· were·::- facul.ty members, previous employ-
ers, newspaper advertisements, relatives, personal application, 
and civil. service examination. 
Ih choosing a plan of miniinum,. and optional, requisites 
which all personnel and guidance students 1<1ould be required 
to fulfill. before they could receive the Master of Education 
"-----
Qlegree~ the' graduates signified their- interest in ~ld:-
ing ttte: p-Ian eu:rrentl)V in ef'fect :f.. e., take 30 semester hours, 
a thes-is seminar, and; wri:te a thesis-; or, take 36 semester 
liours, a' thesi'S' seminar-,. andl write- a· minor paper. Plans· that 
were- runners· up. in acceptabil.i tyr were: 
1. Taker 30 semester·· haurs', a. thesis seminar and write 
a~ the-s:Dsl- or, take 3:6 semeste:L"· hours:, a; course- in 
Educational. Research, but. omi ttihg the thesis sem-
inar.. Thirty three were in favor of this plan, and 
11 were opposed- to it •. 
2. Take 30 semester- l'wurs:, a thesi's seminar·, and write 
a, thesis. Thirty-were' in favor of- this plan, and 
14 wereo opposed t~ i 1t. 
J. Take- 36· semes-ter haurs, a thesis: s-eminar, and write 
a minor· paper. Twenty seven were- ih favor of this 
plan, and 13' were: oppo-sad to it. 
1+. Take' 3'6 semester h--ours:, a course in Educational 
Research, but omit the thesis seminar• Twenty four 
were :fn fa:vor of this pJ.an, and 13 were- against it. 
The graduat:es· evaluated the: courses they had taken 1n 
respect to their· vaJ.ue i'n preparing student.s· for employment 
ih persomlEri and gu±dance., Ra-ted' as· being most valua-ble were:: 
Ps:yStgl.s!gigaJL Tests· fin Gu±danee, Counseling Methods, Cas:e Stud-
ie-s m Guidance, Techniques or-· ~ounseling, Techniques of the 
Int:ervfew, Measurement: of Intelligenc:e·, Advanced P'sy:eho-
metricyr, and Educational: Measurements. In a:ddi-ticm, those 
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courses· that were rated as being somewhat of va'l.ue wer-e::· 
Educa,t;J.gna.l PsychgJ.ogy, Stu4ent Personnel Services in High-
er Educatism, MetQ.Gds fn Educaji;tcmal. Re§ea;:ch,. Guidance 
in the Eiemenatn? School, Occunational Infomation, Sem-
itlar ih Guidance in the E!.emen.tary ~chool,- Principals of 
P'Jjacement~ and Vogat1gpa1. P]apping and . .Adjlmtment._ Coors·es 
considered to be of doubtful value were:: Personnel Services 
in Residence &lls:, Hea:J:.th Guidance in Schools, Speech Cor=-
rection MethGds, Reading and Stud.y·- in the SecondarY School, 
Guidance fpr Family Living, Student Acitivities :fn the Secon_d-
arY School, Prmcipa:ts~ of Placement, and Student Per§onnel 
Services in mt;gher Education. Cwrses· r-ated· as being of no 
valuEr 'Were.: l:!W~J.- ServiCe;;-W .. Res.:ldence Halls, Ifealth 
Guidance fu. Scl'IQ94§, s·tudent: Actiiritie.s in the S§condar:r· 
• i"- .' 
School., Student- Pers9nne1 §erx*s's -W lrigher Education, ~­
lems. or AdjU§tment in Kme ~d Lam:t ;t.x, Occ'llt@tional InfgrmlJi-i· 
ti•, Gu±dapce iin EI.ementarw School:, and' Guidance for Family 
. ~
LiVing. As· can bEt seen, :fn the- above, there is some- over--
lapping of eva1uat::ton be-low the most- valuable category. TFl'is 
overlapplng can be attributed to the differences· of opinion 
that: are bOUlld tn exist am®g students that take the same 
course· from the same· ihstructoJr; fn short, their· evalua'tion 
i's highly subjectiiVe, and diff'erent:fa.lly effected by- variables 
whic~ this researcher can only guess at• 
In additi;m to eour.sew that had' be·en in the curriculum 
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ot the pers(!)nne-1. and guidance program between 1954 and! 195'6, 
tl::i:e graduates were given a list .of cavses, that were under 
consideratiOn. for mci.usion in .the curriculum, to evaluate. 
The' cotlrses: evaluated were: broken down into four major cat·-
E!'gories: of most val'ue, somewhat of value, of doubtful va[ue, 
and of no value. The totr five in frequency~, of all 'title: 
cour~s: :f'a>l1ing into any given category are listed below. 
Courses of'· most' va~ue were~ PsYchology" ot Personality; M-
ole scent and Chi!d D:ychgl.ogy, T'echnigue:r. :tin Group Gmdanca, 
A:bnormai. Psxchollioq_,. and The §Jpgpti·onal Child. Courses 
which were~ somewhat of value~ were~: El.ements Of Statistics., 
Industrial and L§bgr Relatiop.s, Techniques in Group Guidance, 
Introdu9torY" So:pigl.Qgy, and Abno;ma+ Psychology. Courses of 
doubtful. va~ue were::- k:bgr Ptoblems;1 Principals of Esonmljes, 
I,ays.: Re1at1ng :to the Empl.omep,t of Children, IntroductorY 
PJw;hglgy, and EJ.ements of St;tistics. 
Aga:lh there is some overlappd.ng of evaluations. Th·is 
overlappdng may·· be explained by· reference to the fact that 
evaluation is almost entirely subjective and therefore liable 
to be· effected by chance factors which remain und:f.sclosed to 
this researcher• 
The graduates were also encouraged to subm:tt the- ti ties 
of anyrcourses· they believed wou1d improve the personnel and 
guidance program fi included· in its~ curriculum. Course titles 
that were mentioned more than once·, but less than six t:Dnes 
were:. Grsmp: I}leraw, Cgre Cggrse iln Psyghplogx and Meguremepts, 
Splpv ±n RJwap lle1at1Qp.s, PrsSectj,vt Techniques, Frmda-
mentals of Sta:ttisties", and Remedial Reading. 
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The majority, 50 or ~?.S per cent~ of the graduates 
rated tha instructi~, at Bbston University's School of 
Education, good; 3] ar~ 28.4· per ·cent, thought it excellent; 
24 or 22 per cent, considered it fair; three, or 2.6 per cent, 
claimed that :tt was poor; and one, or one per cent, thought 
it very poor. 
In order of importance, the graduates· rated three sug-
gested methods for improving the personnel and guidance pro-
gram as~ follows: 
1. Reuuce· the s±ze of the cl'asses, which was recommend-
ed bT 92 grmiuates·, anct not recommended by 13. 
2. Increase the use of the practicum for credit, which 
was recommended by· 7Z. of the gradua~tes·, and not re-
commended by· 12. 
J. Increase the use· or f.te>:tcl trips .1in.. same' courses, 
wllich was.- reeammended by" 63 of the graduate~s, and 
not recommended' by-32. 
W:t.th: var~g frequenc:w, the· foii.ow;Eng suggestions were 
alsa prcoposed as~ means for impraving the p-erscmnel and guid• 
ance program:: have supervised field work in guidance, mention-
ed seven tiines; ib.creasa mstruct'i·on in psychology·, and pro-
vide more ap.pcrtuni ties to consul.t with advisors:, each of which 
was· p.ro]J(>sed five times:;- :fncrease· the use of guest lecture-rs-, 
recommended four times:;- screen degree· applicants more care• 
fuiiy;;. give more· attention to counseling m industry:- and 
soc:fal. welfare, ]lt'OVide more help :in finding graduates po-· 
si tiens, eaclf, Cllf. which were mentioned three times; place 
more emphasis an day" to~ day" cO'llilsel:ing, make greater use· of 
audia-v:fsual aids, rai:Sa tha· eal.ibre of' assignments submi t• 
ted by- students:, and make use- ~-psychodrama, each ar· which 
were menti.oned twic·e. The· remaining suggestions were each 
mentioned once::- have the cour s:e in Educa ti.onai ReseaTch a·. 
degree requisite, make a~ basic ltncwledge of psychology:- a de-
gree requisite, increase part-tiine students oPJX!)rtunities· to· 
get supervised experience, make· Remedial Read:tng a de:gree 
requisite·, provide more can:petent professors, increase super-
vised counseling courses:-., make a year of teaching a de-gree· re-
quisite,. reduce comm1:ttee work to. a minimum~ require- professors 
to de more of' the teaching, all.Dw students to use seminar r-or 
thesis work, provide a- general orientation to the role a.r 
guidance in the schools, provide- an overview of various state 
counsellor requirementS' as- an afd in program planning, make 
greater use of memeographed supplementary material, require 
professorS" to correct assignments theyr pass out, free pro-
fessors· from a-dministrative duties· so they can better prepare 
their course~ and lectures, have a. more adequs:te psychological 
reference library7 give students credit for courses th~took 
as; undergradua;tes, have fewer required courses·, reduce the. size 
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ef the classes, reserve thesiS' writing as- a reqnisi te for 
the res-earch minded student, improve library" fa.e:tUties· far 
part-time students·, have professors- bette-r prepare and or-
gani-ze their courses, provide· mCln'e specific informatfon in 
courses, place more emphasis on ccrunseling in scho-ols, re-
duce rep:eti ti'on in required courses, make use o~ the cas~ 
meth€Jd as; practiced at Harvard tlhiveDsity,. prohibit the use 
of' tJiec take: liane exam, less panel. work and more teaching by-
professors-, professors should have evening office hours, in-
crease emphasis on meaning and purpose of thesis aside from 
it's value in reducing course requirements. 
2.. Concl.:nsicms 
Value of the .st.ud:w..- In order to derive the greatest-
wor~li tran ~- studyr of this sort~ it :ts~ necessary to, organ-
ize' the dmta into. significant conclusiOns which~ ~ effect, 
serve t<J· clarify,- and emphasize it-.' s meaningfulness.. The 
remainder or this chapter is· devote.d t:o the discussion of' 
these- conclusions, and their !mplicatians. 
Q.SDpsitign 9f: the;- clMggs.-- An approxfmatel'y equal 
number of men and women were graduated from the personnel and 
guidance program between 1954 and~ 1956~. The data indicate's 
that they were a: relatively yoUng group- since better .than 
half af them received their bachelorS' degree two to seven years 
earlier. The lapse in time· between receiving the bachel.ors 
degree-, and the Ma-ster of EducatiOn degree Q4Ul probably- be 
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attributed to either, or both, of the following factors:: 
1.. Many ~ the graduates· were studying on a part--time 
basis·; therefore, they req'tt.i:i'ed s-everal yealr$ to 
camp[ete· their degree program. 
2. Since soma~ school systems stipulate that guidance 
workers have teaching e-xperience, many of the grad.:. 
uates: have- devoted several years to meeting this 
requirement __ bel:ore .taking the masters· degree. 
Attitude and- voeatigpai. status.-- Vocational status does 
ncnt seem to have influenced the· graduat.es attitude towards 
their degree~ traihing in personnel and guidance, since 95, 
or '~lt per cent, said: they::- would major in the fie-ld again 
even though· C!mly J'+, or 31 per cent, were' employed in it. 
Ih part, this satisfaction with personnel and guidance may· 
be exp-hined by-reference, to the fact that 6"8, or 62.4 pey 
cent, of the: graduates feel that their·· graduate· training 
has' helped them most in their p.resent j·ob. The remaining good 
will is probably-an indication af the: optimism of the· graduates. 
In stilDJ:'t~ they believe that they will be able to ut:flize~ their 
graduate training m t-he' future. 
W}l..Y! a~ ne§g. i'gr further ed.ucation.-- It is surprising, and 
somewhat- alarming, to discover that:. so many· o~ the graduates 
have returned to school after having so, recently-received 
the-ir masters· degree. Although it _might be said that the grad-
uates· who have returned for additional training are aware of 
the value of continuing their education, it is far more rea-
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sonable to assume that these graduates have found that their 
personnel and guidance training has, not adequately prepared 
them for the- personnel. and guidance responsibilities of their 
position, therefore they must return to the classroan. 
J'"CIJ'b satisi"Ac;tibn.-- In the' main, the graduates seemed 
to· be generall.y moderately; satisfied with their present po-
sitions• Thirty- four of thCZJSe who were not employed in per-
sonnel and guidance expressed an interest in entering the 
field, although the minimum salaries they expectd were gen-
eraliy" higher than the present salaries of graduates employ-· 
ed in the field'. Nme of the graduates who were interested 
in entering personnel and guidance- were willing to start in 
the field at an annual salarrbelaw that which they were earn-
:tng at the time they were surveyed. This reluctance to make 
economic sacra~ice in order to attain a, desired vocational 
objective is :pi['obabJi.y~due t-o:: 
I.. The fact that positions in personnel and guidance 
i'n education are relatively liighpaying; therefore, 
people entering the field don't expect to· take a 
pay cut. 
2.. The belie~ that a position in personnel and guidance 
will ultiinatel.y bec,ome avai:lable; therefore, no un-
due sacra:f'iees shc:rul.d' be made merely· for the sake of 
expediting the transi t:fon •. 
3. The fact that the majoritf' of the graduate·s who 
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School of Education 
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are not employed :tn personnel and guidance are 
satisfied wi'th the±r present positions; therefore, 
they· feel. that certain position and salary· pro-
vis fans would have to be made before theyowould 
consider entering the field a feasible- and accept-
able proposition. 
Geqgratjlical logation and type of work,.-- Location s·eems 
to have played a decided role in the employment of personnel 
and gUidance graduate'S. Twenty six of the 75 graduates who 
were not employed in personnel. alld guidance mentioned lack of 
a job in a desired location as: their reason for not enterfng 
the· field.. This may·· possibly:- mean that they· were unable to 
obtain a position in the- Ioca ti'on in which they were interest-
ed ih working; or, more likely, the· area they were e·stablish-
ed in was- the· desired location referred to, and since theTe 
was no personnel and guidance- position available there, they 
were reluctant to. relocate. 
D§!rlre to cb.AAge •. - Seventeen, of the 34 graduat·es em-
ployed in personnel and guidance:~ wished to change positions 
within the fi'eld i ts-eTf. Those most interested in changing· 
pesi tions •re the tea:clter-counselors. S:tnce teacher-counsel--
or is an entrance- j'ob i'n personnel' and guidance, :tt~ is pos-
sible that the graduates serving in that capaeity·· felt that 
they had acquired the practical experience which qualified them 
to serve in a more respm1sible position in the field. 
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Sala.tt !ncp§ses.- More than ha tr, 64, or approxi-
mately 59 pet'r. cent, of the graduates received some form or· 
increase:· a-s; a result of earning their masters degree. In 
some cases, the amounts: mentioned were $1000 or greater which 
imP"lies· that more than a yearly increment was involved in the 
fncreasa. Equipped with a masters degree, the graduaves were 
in a'. better posi tfon to bargam for higher, betteT paying 
jobs.. Thus, in changiing-· positions they· realized increases f'ar 
in excess of the amounts normally received as increments. 
J"ust aft better positions account for- the unusually large 
increases, so does increments exJ)'lain the lesser, more com-
mon increases. The majority, 53, of the graduates repcrting 
increases, spe-cified that the amount they received was be-
tween $100 and $300. Coupling this~ information with the fact 
that 42, or 56: per cent of· the graduates empiT.oyed :fn field's 
other than persormel and guidance were ~ :fnterested in en-
tering the ffeld ih which they-received their graduate train-
ing, leads one. to believe that eaTning an increment was the 
prime aot~g tactcm·:, anct' field of study only a secondary· 
consideratfon :fm the gradua:tes return for the Master of Ed-
ucation degree. If this is the case, then, a:s three respond-
ents have· suggested, a more thorough screening of degree can-
didates is· certainly in order. 
Acquiring a. tl!l§iti:gl.-- A number, three, of the respond-
ents suggested that more ·helP' be given t.o graduates who an· 
seeking personnel and guidance positions. Their suggestion 
iso re'inforced· bl/ the fact that, in total, cm.ly z5· graduates 
received their :first and/.or· present job thrcmgh the· univm---
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si ty' s placement- service.. This maT be an indica:tion that the 
graduates. are' not· using. the facilities available to them; or, 
the: number of guidance positions availabl.e through the univer-
si:tzr pilacement service are~· so few that their· capacitF to 
lie-l.p: personnel and· guidance graduates· is extremely li!ni ted. 
Whatever the explanation ~or the law incidence of personnel 
and- guidance placements· through university' placement :facil-
ities· ~- b.e, it does not alter the fact that fa-r more stu-
ctents are being· graduated each year· than are being employed 
ih the- field·. 
Reg:uisites· for ®gee candidgtes .• - In choosing· a min-
imum requisite- plan, which al1 c~didates for the Master of 
Edncation degree in personnel and guidance would have to ful-
fill before they could. be. considered eligible for graduation, 
the· graduates· indicated that they favored the plan which is 
curr-an tly in use i.e. , take ]ILsemester hears·, a thesfs sem-
inar , and. wri::te a th.,s±s, or take J6 .semes·ter hours, a thesis: 
semiinar-, and write a' minor paper•- I.t is enc~g to note 
th.a;t very· f-ew o-r· the: graduates advocated the plan that: wou.I.d 
substitute' an Educattional. Research course in lieu of the· t!he-
s:f.s. se:nrlllar, and thesis· or minor paper. In short, most o:r· the 
graduates· recommended:, far al.~ degree cand'idates-, mm:tmmn · · 
l.O; 
reqmtsite.. plans which included a- research paper :tin a-o.d-:iltion 
to 30 to 36~ semester· hcmrs· of cc:rurs:e· work. Apparently'; the 
gradUates: are: familiar with the·· va:F.ue of" training and ex-
perience :fin educa•tional. research. 
Det.ii.cilem;ies in prf!PfWation •. -- In organizing and· anal.-
~ing· the data acquired from respondents to this study,, it.· 
became evident that the graduates recognized deficiencies in 
certain . aspects of their preparation far service in pers·onnel 
and guidance. One: such deflciency; was: in the1.r knowledge o:r 
psyeholagica-l theories and tachniques. The factors that il-
lustrate this are:. 
I.. A distinct· preference· for the undergraduate maj·or· 
of psychology··which 35, out of' 50, of' the respend-
ent~r believe: woulld have hel.ped them more in the·ir 
personne-JL and gtd.dance training than their own 
undergraduate major did •. 
2.. The frequent~ evallm11i<m tDf-. psycnologically orient• 
fng courseS', such a:s-:· P'mhologfq§l Tests in GJlid-
ance, Mea.sprement of Ihtelligenqg,, Adyanced' P,;Bho-
metrigs, Educationall. Meewemen t§, and Edupational 
·' 
Psy;chologYT, as~ being "of most value", or "somewhat· 
of value" to· the:~ curriculum. 
l· P'sycholegw of ~sonallty, Abnormal Psychology, and 
AdoJ.escent: and1 Child ~!y;chCD'l.ogy~ were courses most 
frequently mentioned as· those that would be "of most 
most value", and "somewhat of value" to a person 
in personnel.. and guidance, if they:- were added to 
the cvriculum. 
l+.. Courses: directly· concerned with psycllology" were 
recommended more often, for .inclusion in the cUT-
ricnlum, than any· other tY'Pe of course. 
5. "G.enerally ·· increasing the- instruction in psyehology.n, 
was· one· of the most frequently mentioned suggestions 
for improvement of the persE>nnei and gti±dance pro-
gram. 
Added to, what might. be referred to as( requests for 
the elimination of a deficiency,. are the facts· that six out 
of nihe of the respondents who majored in psychology as> un-
dergra-duates were· empl.oyed in personnel and guidance; and, 
all of them felt that training in that discipline had helped 
them in graduate school. 
Collectively' the· above fa-ctors indicat-e the need for 
a more thorough orientation (!lf··· personnel and guidance majbrs 
to psycholo~cal. theor.ie·s and techniques. .This may be- ac-
complished bye: 
1. Introducing more psychological courses into the 
curriculum. 
2:. Establishing a minimum number of psychclogica:l cred-
its as requisite for admittance to the personnel 
and guidance· program. 
Need for a 'Qro§.der psxchglagiqal. orientation.-- Although 
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siX, out of: nfne, of the respEmdents who earnerl. their un-
dergraduate degree in psychalagy:r; and their- masters degree 
ih perscmnel and- guidance, were later employed in pers'Orulel. 
and guidance, it is' by: no means conclusive that that- eom-
b.inatiem wU:l..-miltiinately, and a.Jlmost· invariably, lead to 
employment in the- field. Ifowever, the expressed- need or-
of the- graduates f.or more· psychological. training; the: low 
incidence err empl.oyment., m personnel and guidance, among 
respondents who majored in fields: other than psychology, 
and the high incidence of employment, 1h pers:mmel and guid~ 
a.ri.ce, among respondents who maj'c:xred in psychelagy;- as under-
graduates:, i'ndfeate:s:' that graduates with a combined psy,cho-
l:agicai-personneJL & guidance b~ckground are morec likely· to 
acqulire- a positfon in the field than most· others. 
jlliyc the: need.-- Conceivably, the requests for addition-
a] psyehm-le:gical: tra.d.hing, and~ the preference of p'sycrholcgy 
as: an undergraduate- majbr, are- the results· of experienced 
frustrati·ons m, (a) dell'l.ing with courses· or-· high psyeholagi-
cal content 1h graduate school, and (b) being rejected' by-
some state- counselor certificatiOn board on the basis ar 
insut'fic1£mt psychol.ogical training. 
Whv thg desired c;ow;H§: were ngy taken.-- By· careful:ty 
examining the· General Catalogue- :r-or 195>-f- through 195'6, which 
lists course~ given by ·ali. the schools and colleges :iln Boston 
University, it became evident: that many· of the· courses that: 
lOS 
were recommended- by the gradua. tes for :llnprovement of the cur-
r1icu:Enm, _were affered same:where in the· rm:tversi tyc during the 
t:lime the Fespmdents were students. There are treveral pos-
sible- conc1usions· which may individually; or collectfvely; 
explain why these courses were not lmown or-, nor taken: 
I.. The course--s could not be credited towards a masters 
.degree :tn personnel.. and guidance. 
2.. The courses we-re cf'f'ered at an inconvenient time 
for students who were studying part-tme. 
3. The graduates failed to read the catal<ngues of other 
schools and' colleges :In the-university;· therefore, 
they· were unaware that the corses were available. 
4. Pre-requi·sites· f~ the- courseS" disqualified grad-
uates: who wcruld lfke to have taken the course-s. 
It is encouraging to note, however, that the recom-
mendat:fons of the graduates· have been anticipated to the 
extent that many; of the courses-, sugge-sted far inclusi·on in 
the .. curriculUm f'or its improvement, have already been added. 
The chssroan problem.- Several suggestions·, o:ffered by· 
• 
the graduates:,- indicated that fewer students per professor, 
in classroom and advisory- situations, waaJld be desirable. 
Those suggestiOns were~ 
ll. Reduce- the sim of tha classes. 
2:., Provide more opportani·cyr for students to consult 
w.l th their advisors. 
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3. !tofessors shou[d liava evening· office hours. 
Possibl.y' the respondents- that submitted these suggest-
fans feel the need for more individual attention from their 
professors .• 
pis:s;9Jltent with 1:iaching' meth9Qse.- The methoos used 
by s:ane- prot'es:sors in teaching certain courses have gi.ven 
ris-e: to a small. measure of discmtent which has· been re- · 
fliected: :iin the graduat:e:s suggestions, and eval.uation of' 
instructi.on.. T~ lll.ustrata that discontent, reference 
:Lsmade to the·followingt-
I. Twenty,~ eight·, or 25 .. 6 per cen1t, .of the graduates 
rated ibstruc.t~on at tha School of Education as· 
being between fair and very poor. 
2. One respondent recommended tha-t: more· competent 
professors be provided. 
J.. One- respondent recommended that, {a) ·-c<mnmittee work 
be- reduced to· a mih:fmum, and (b) profess-ors be re-
quired to do more of the .. tea-ching. 
lj.;. One· respondent: recommended that- professors· be· allow-
ed to devot.e more time to lectures· and course pre-
paration, and less time to school administration. 
5. One respllmdent recommended that professorS' bett-er 
prepare and organize their courses. 
6:.. One respondent. recommended that there be- less panel 
work, and more teaching by the profe:ssors-. 
As:: is indicatl:td in the above, the incidence <rJf 
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uncomplimentary responsest: · m· ·respect to the competence 
Gt the' f'acul.ty, and the organization and presentation of· 
courses·, is so low as to be statistically insignificant·. 
However, these responses may serve, in part, as explanations 
for the· relatively high incidence (28, mr 25.6 per cent) of' 
fair-, to very poor eva].uati.ons of' instruction in general. 
Need fgr practicat experience .. -- The- graduates have 
recognized thava1ue of supplementing their academic prepar-
at±en, for emp~oyment in personnel and guidance, with prac-
tical. experience.. Furthermore, they have indicated that the 
school shGuld provide this practical experience. Their 
statements' t'o tha·t ef"f'e-ct wera::· 
1. Seven respondents· recommended that superviS"ed field 
work in guidance and personnel be provided. 
2. One respcndent recommended that opportunities for 
part-time students to participat~ in supervised ex-
perience in personnel and guidance be increased. 
3'• One res-pondent recommended that there be an in-
crease in the number of courses that provide super-
vis-ed cO'Ulls-eJlihg experience. 
In addition, 7Z, or 66i per cent-, of the gra-duates recom-
mended the proposed mea-s:ure for imPtroving the personnel and 
guidance program which :tnvolved greater use of the' practicum 
for credit. 
J;. Sugges:ftlans-
Us.e· of the·· da;ta.~- To the- extent that the data contributed 
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byr respcndents· to this study represents the status,· inter• 
ests·, ambitions, and· at.titudes: of the: graduates tdto- received 
. 
the Master or Education .degree: :t:n persttme] and guidance· be-
tween I.95lf. and 1956, SG:l does· it represent their needs. In-
asmuch> as~ these needs: have arisen from :fnadequacies- in the 
preparation oi' personnel and guidance maj"ors at the School 
of' Education, it has· been the· major purpose of this study' to 
detect them, and makeo them known.. Since a va'St: number of 
needs have been manifested in the: data, ft is necessary- t:o 
discriminate between those that are of the greSJtest signifi-
cance: in the· prepara:ti'on o:r· personnel and guidance maj'lrs, 
and· those, that are of reiativeiy minor· import. This· research-
er has= isolated what appear· to be the mo.st significant needs, 
ana translated them into the following proposals: 
I. Since 427: or ]'8 • .5 per .cent-7: of. the graduates ex-
pressed no interest in entering personnel: and guid-
ance, it is obvious that that number-, who will prob-
ably ·make llttle or no contribution to the field, 
took up c]assroan space:: which might have been oc-
cupj.ed by·· students· whese:· interest fn the. field 
mrulld have been genuine:, and more· enduring. To 
alleviate such a situation, the School of Education 
might begin to· carefuliy refine their selection of' 
candidates for the; Ma-ster o-r Education degree :tn per-
sonnel and guidance. 
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2.. Becausa· more~ students- are being graduated fran tlie 
( 
personnel. and guidance program than are· being- placed 
in the field, it might be- wis·e to (a), improve the 
facilities for p1acing personnel.. and guidance grad-
uates at the unive-rsity;'s- placement office; or, (b) 
adjust the nmrrber. of personnel and guidance cane:;.· 
didates ta: the- aetna! demand for their services in 
the-field. 
J,. To eliininate- complaints· of oveJrcrowdedness and :in-
adequate- fa:cu1tyr,. the student-professor ra·tia DQ,ght 
be. (aJ increased :tn respect 1to profe·ssors; or, (b) 
decreas-e·d' in respect to students •. 
4. To: reduce: the nl!Bilber of fair to very· pear evaluations, 
:En respect· to instruction, i.t would be feasible to 
encourag-e- profErssors; to improve the organizati'on 
and presentation of thrl:rr courses even if' this should 
mean teaching fawer courses, and devoting less t:fme 
to adinihistrative· duties. 
~. To supp[ement the studentH personnel and guidance 
training with practical experience, more opportuni t-
ies for supervised: field work, or practicum courses, 
should be made ~ailable. 
6. Sa that students• will be better ~ble· to dea·l with 
cours·es: which presuppose some knowledge of psychology;, 
and graduates· will be qualified for counselor cer-
tification in states tbat require a more· thorough 
ll3 
orientatjjoo in that discipline, (a) more courses 
wliiclt deal. l-rith' fundamental and advanced psycholog-
iealL theories' and techniques shonl.d be added to the 
curr:iicul.um; or, (1)-1 such courses should be made re-
quirements for personnel and gujjdance degree apw. 
p-licants. 
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APPENDICES 
APPENDIX A 
'lim COVER ·LftTER 
Dear Fo~er Student: 
I run conducting a follow-up study of the graduates who 
received their masters degree in Personnel and Guidance 
at Boston University's School ot Education. The purpose of 
this study is to evaluate the Personnel and Guidance progr~ 
as you experienced it; therefore, is this study is to be 
success~!, your evaluation of the education you received 
is essential. 
Enclosed you will find a questionnaire. Please feel 
' 
assur.ed that your replies will be reg11rded as strictly con-
fidential, and will appear publicly in tabulated for.m only. 
This study is being conducted under the supervision of 
Professor Dugald s. Arbuckle who is interested in tae 
problem of eurricu1um evaluation and revision. He heartily 
solicits your assistance and cooperation in this matter. 
Will you please complete the questionnaire and return it 
within a few days so that work may begin on this project as 
soon as possible. 
I wish to thank you in adTance for your interest and 
cooperation in this study. 
Sincerely yours, 
Richard A.' Pigott 
Enclosures: Ques1;iollll8.ire 
Stamped, self-addressed 
envelope 
Questionnaire 
n Personal Data. 
1. Name ------------------------------------------------------------------
2. Address ---------------------------------------------------------------
3. When did you receive your Masters Degree? 
(month) (year) 
.. 4. Veteran 
(yes) (no) 
Educational Data. 
1. When did you receive your Bachelors Degree? 
(month) (year) 
2. What did you major in---------------------
3. Did your undergraduate major help you in graduate school? 
(yes) 
4. What undergraduate major, if any, do you believe would have helped you 
"5. more? -------------------------If you were to start over again, would you do graduate work in 
Personnel and Guidance? 
(yes) (no) 
6. Check the degree program, graduate or undergraduate, which you believe 
to be most helpful to you in your present position: 
(graduate) (undergraduate) 
Have you entered any training programs since receiving your Masters 
Degree? 
(yes) 100) ) 
• If "yes", briefly specify type of program, and any degree or certifi-
cate granted 
.lppen<Hx B (contjjnued) 
9. What is your present educational status? 
Occupational Data. 
Full-time student ----
Part-time student ----
None----
Other (specify} 
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1. What is your present job title?--------------------
2. If not permanent, indicate'ultimate desired vocational goal-----------------
--------------------· Maximtun salary expected for 
this--position ------------------------------------------
3. If you are n21 presently employed in a personnel and guidance capacity, 
are you interested in obtaining a position in the field? 
(yes) 
4. If "yes", give title of position desired, and minimum acceptable 
salary 
(position) (salary) 
5. If you~ presently employed in a personnel and guidance capacity, are 
you interested in changing your position? 
(yes) 
6. If "yes", give title of position, and minimum acceptable salary 
(position) (salary) 
7. What positions in personnel and guidance have you held since receiving 
your Masters Degree: 
Title of Position From- to Full, or Part-time 
-2-
1: 
.lppendh B' (ccatjjnued) 
8. If you have not held any positions in personnel and guidance since 
~ receiving your Masters Degree, please indicate reason below. 
Entered advanced degree program immediately ____ _ 
Better position available in another field ____ _ 
Not interested in personnel and guidance ____ _ 
No job available in desired location ___ _ 
Family responsibilities ___ _ 
Salary too low ___ _ 
Other (specify)-----------
_J 
9. Are you generally, moderately satisfied with your present position? 
(yes) 
10. If no, why? -----------------------------
11. Please check the salary range nearest to that which you received on your 
first and present job in personnel and guidance. 
amount under 2501 2751 3001 3251 3501 3751 4001 4251 4501 4751 5001 over! 2500 2750 3000 3250 3500 3750 4000 4250 4500 4750 5000 5252 5500 
first j I iob ! ' 
present 
iob 
12. Did you receive an increase in income as a result of receiving your 
Masters Degree? 
(yes) ~ (amount) 
13. Please indicate how you learned about your first and present job 
first present 
Boston University Placement Service 
Government Agency (u.s.E.S,) 
Newspaper Advertisement 
Letter of Application 
Former Employer 
Private Agency 
Faculty Member 
Relatives 
Friends 
Other (specify) 
-3-
Curriculum Evaluation. Appendix a (5entinued) 
1. Generally speaking, which of the following plans do you recommend as a ~ 
requisite for all students in the Personnel and Guidance program at 
Boston University's School of Education. 
Recommend Do not 
recom.-nend 
1 I Take thL::-ty semeste.t' hours, a 1 
thesis s~mi.n.~.:-~~~th·.:.:e~s::.:i;.:;s:.;.'-------1r-------t 
Take thirty six semester hours, a 
2 thesis seminar, and write a minor 
~-+------------------------~nc~~er~~--------~---------t Take thirty six semester hours, a 
3 course in Educational Research, 
but omi_-tiiDg thq_thesis se~iD,a;;.:r:..::·~+-------+------l 
4 Have a choice of No.1, or No.2 as 
---· ----~ ...... --....,..-~----------·-· --~---------------------------------..:=i-=:t~..::.i·· -s~-D;:.:O~W::;.,·_,.- --------------+-------! 
5 Have a choice of No.1, or No.3 as 1 it is now 
2. Below is a list of the courses offered to students majoring in Personnel 
and Guidance at Boston University•s School of Education between 1954 - 1956. 
Would you please indicate, by check mark, the courses, whether you took 
them or not, which you believe to be of most value, somewhat of value, 
,., of doubtful value, of no value to a person holding a position in personnel 
and guidance. 
of most somewhat of doubtful of no 
value of value value value 
Counselina Methods I • 
Educational Measurements 
Educational Ps_yc_hologv 
F.ield Work in Pers. & Guid. 
_ilidd__._ _for Familv Livina 
Guid. in Elem. Sch. 
Health Guid. in Schools 
Case Studies in Child Adiust. 
Case Studies in Guid .. 
. Me.as_. of Intelliaence 
Methods _in Ed. Research 
O..e.cunational Info .. 
Pers. Serv. _in Residence Halls. 
Princioals of Guid. 
Princinals of Placement 
Prin. of Psvchodiaanosis 
Erobs. of Adiust...._ _in Home. & F.am. 
Probs. in Ora. & Admin. of Guid. 
Fsvch. Test. in Guid. 
Psvchosomatics in Education 
I& ~' 
,_ 
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Appendn B ( cantmu:ed) 
Readina & Studv in Secndv. Sch. 
Sem. in Counselina Psvch. 
Sem. in Guid 1 in E!em1 Sch. 
Sem1 i!J G.J!isia & .?~s. 
.§12,eech Co rre.s:.t..:_}f.:~:til· 
S·tu1 PEtrs. S~!."L:-JJ2.JU-_q(!~!.....f.r1. 
.§.ty, Acti vi y~_if.L.§?.~nii.J:.-§ ~-b.~ 
hchniq.Y.es of 0Q~Jl~~liug.__ 
Iech1 gf the Inte~~--
The Core Course with Group G\.dd. 
and ~i,?,t~;-_t~l s 
Vocational Plan. and Adit.;S t. 
t 
I 
va ue 
of most 
1 
: 
0 va ua 
somewhat 
f 1 
1 
------
-
I 
u va ue 
of doubt-
f 1 1 
~ .......... -·-
....... ,.#..---
.. -.. ---
! 
va ue 
of no 
1 
3. Below is a list of courses which are included in the lists of professional 
- "requfreinents·"-ror._certHication of guioance personnel in some states. 
' 
At present, these courses are not offered in the Personnel and Guidance at 
Boston University's School of Education. Would you please indicate, by 
check mark, those courses which you believe would be of most value, some-
what of value, of doubtful value, of.no value in improving the Personnel 
and Guidance program. 
Abnormal Psvch. 
Adolescent and Child Psvch. 
Aoolied Pcsvch. 
Curriculum Plannina 
Elements of Statistics 
lntrod. Psvcholoav 
Intrgds Socioloav 
lndust. and Labor Rela. 
labor Problems 
Laws Relating to the Employ-
ment of Children 
Mental Hvaiene 
Prine. of Economics 
E.svch. of Personalitv 
The E ..... ,,. · onal Child 
I.ech. in Grouo Guid. 
i 
1 
' 
i 
r 
l 
' 
' 
of most somewhat 
value of value 
... 
i 
~ 
' 
' 
of doubt- of no 
ful value value 
: 
4. If there are any other courses which you believe would improve the 
Personnel and Guidance program at Boston University's School of Educa-
tion, but are not mentioned above, will you please enter their titles 
below. 
-5-
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Appendh B (eontjrmeil) 
5. As you remember it, do you consider the instruction in Personnel and 
Guidance at Boston University's School of Education to be: 
(excellent) (good) (average) (poor) (very poor) 
6. Which of the following measures would you recommend for improvement of 
the Personnel and Guidance program. 
More extensive use of field trips in the organization of some courses? 
Greater use of the practicum for credit? 
Reducing the size of classes? 
(yes) (no) 
7. If you think there are any other measures that might be taken to improve 
the Personnel and Guidance program at Boston University's School of 
Education, would you please indicate such below: 
-6-
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APPENDIX~_ C 
THE FOLLOW-UP POSTCARD 
Dear For.mer Student: 
I ~ in need er your assistance. A short 
while age I sent you a questionnaire which 
I find you have not yet returned. Perhaps 
you mislaid it, or put it aside to fill out 
later._ If so, would you please 'be so -kind 
as ~o locate it, camplete it, and return 
it to me. 
It you have lest, er tailed to reeeive a 
questionnaire, please indicate as mueh on 
the retwm section of this postcard, and 
I will send you a eepy. 
Thank you, 
Richard A. Pigott 
